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ABSTRACT

The changes that have impacted on New Zealand Defence over the
past 20 years reflect five critical assumptions: first, that a country’s
defence policy and defence force ought to be appropriate to its place
in the world; secondly, that in an environment where resources
available to defence are limited, if its efficiency and effectiveness
are to be optimised, a direct link between defence policy, priorities
and funding is required; thirdly, that although the operational
performance of a defence system does not lend itself easily to
measurement by standard accounting or general commercial
yardsticks, it is important to be able to relate expenditure decisions
to results in some way; fourthly, that savings (or more capabilities
per dollar) can be achieved from adopting a more business-like
approach to defence management; and finally—based on New
Zealand’s experience—that efficiency and effectiveness can be
achieved by marrying state sector reform principles and defence
needs.

This paper discusses a variety of events that impacted on New
Zealand defence during the period from the election of the Lange
Labour Government in 1984 to the election of the Clark Coalition
Government in late 1999 and ends with a brief section on the positive
and negative aspects of those changes in terms of defence structure,
systems, processes, accountabilities, roles and relationships.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In 1990, the head of New Zealand’s Armed Forces became the
only military chief in the West to control the human, financial, and
material resources making up his country’s defence system. As a
result of the 1989 Public Finance Act he had become accountable
for the efficient, effective, and economical management of the
activities and resources of the New Zealand Defence Force. The
Chief of Defence force had always had the guns, but now he had
the gold as well.1

This change, and a variety of others that have impacted on New
Zealand Defence (Defence) over the past 20 years, reflect five critical
assumptions:

1. A country’s defence policy and defence force ought to be
appropriate to its place in the world.

2. In an environment where resources available to defence are
limited, if its efficiency and effectiveness are to be optimised, a
direct link between defence policy, priorities and funding is
required.

3. Although the operational performance of a defence system does
not lend itself easily to measurement by standard accounting or
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general commercial yardsticks, it is important to be able to relate
expenditure decisions to results in some way.

4. Savings can be achieved by adopting a more business-like
approach to defence management.

5. Based on New Zealand’s experience, efficiency and effectiveness
can be achieved by marrying state sector reform principles with
defence needs.

This paper discusses a variety of events that impacted on New
Zealand defence during the period from the election of the Lange
Labour Government in 1984 to the election of the Clark Coalition
Government in late 1999 and concludes wiith a brief section on the
positive and negative aspects of those changes in terms of defence
structure, systems, processes, accountabilities, roles and
relationships. The conclusion is that, in New Zealand’s case, the
key factors were:

• An economic crisis which impacted on the whole of the New
Zealand economy and created a sense of urgency for wide-
ranging reforms.

• A political determination to reform defence along with the rest of
the public sector.

• The application of established public sector reform principles (in
an amended form) to the defence establishment.

• The conduct of the Defence review by a team that was independent
of the defence establishment; had wide terms of reference; and
was assiduous in establishing and maintaining political support
by progressively demonstrating inefficiencies within Defence to
key politicians.

• An ingrained reluctance by many senior Defence personnel to
embrace change.
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• The removal of policy, command and management confusion
within Defence by the disbandonment of the Defence Council
and the removal of the diarchy.

• The application of the provisions of the Public Finance Act 1989
to the Chief of the Defence Force (CDF) which made him
accountable for the New Zealand Defence Force (NZDF)* budget;
and the devolution of financial management within the Defence
establishment.

• The imposition of deep cuts to the defence budget after the 1990
election which forced Defence to embrace reform.

• The importance of having the right people in senior positions to
avoid or resolve the conflict situations that arise and to progress
the reform agenda.

• The switch by the NZDF to accrual accounting in 1991 and the
establishment of a workable input/output relationship.

• The refocusing of NZDF capabilities, as a matter of financial
necessity, on current day utlity as opposed to the conventional
balanced force/insurance approach.

• The debilitating effect of inter-Service rivalry in an environment of
scarce resources.

As this paper shows, the reforms to New Zealand Defence have
been far from smooth and numerous mistakes were made along
the way. Today’s NZDF is however unquestionably more efficient
and effective than it was a decade and a half ago.
___________________________

*    This terminology only came into force in the Defence Act 1990. However, for the
purposes of this paper, wherever reference is made to the New Zealand
Defence Force, even prior to that Act, the acronym NZDF is used.





CHAPTER 2

TWO DOMINANT ISSUES FROM MID-1980
TO THE LATE 1980s

When the Lange Labour Government was elected on 14 July 1984,
it had to deal with two major issues. One was how to implement the
party’s anti-nuclear policy and the other was how to overcome an
economic crisis which was so serious that the country was on the
verge of defaulting to its international creditors.

The Labour Party had lost office in 1975, but by 1983 looked likely
to win the next election. Its September 1983 annual conference
consequently attracted considerable media attention. In order to
avoid public dissension and to present a particular public image, the
Labout Party’s foreign affairs spokesman, former Prime Minister
Wallace Rowling, who by this time had been displaced as party leader
by David Lange, bracketed a number of foreign policy and defence
remits together for discussion at the conference. In his speech to
delegates, Rowling called for New Zealand policy independence and
political integrity:

Our task is therefore to produce foreign policy … which tells the
world that our decisions will be made in Wellington—not
Washington, nor London, nor Canberra. The kind of independence
which we will maintain under a Labour Government will not be
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negotiable. Neither will our anti-nuclear stance, which will be an
important element of that policy.2

This approach was strongly endorsed by the conference and
subsequently became official party policy.3 Given this background,
and the depth of opposition within the wider community to French
nuclear tests at Mururoa in the South Pacific, no one should have
been unduly surprised when the Lange Government sought to enact
its nuclear-free policy after the election.

The impact of the Lange Government’s anti-nuclear
policy

Following its election and the implementation of its anti-nuclear policy,
the Lange Labour Government decided in February 1985 to refuse
permission for the USS Buchanan—an oil-fired destroyer which had
already docked at Auckland in August 1979—to visit New Zealand.
As a consequence, the United States imposed wide-ranging
sanctions against New Zealand including: the withdrawal of its
security guarantee; limitations on the transmission of US intelligence;
the cessation of US armed forces exercising with New Zealand
military forces; a reduction in logistic support; a halt to military
personnel exchanges; a restriction on individuals training in the United
States; the denial of access by Royal New Zealand Air Force (RNZAF)
aircraft to United States Air Force (USAF) facilities unless safety
considerations applied; a ban on Royal New Zealand Navy (RNZN)
ships using United States Navy (USN) facilities and on all USN ships
visiting New Zealand ports; a prohibition on visits to New Zealand by
officers of General rank; the cessation of high level political contacts;
and New Zealand’s exclusion from ANZUS Alliance Council
meetings.

Although the trigger for the imposition of these sanctions was the
New Zealand Government’s refusal to allow the USS Buchanan to
visit, the issues involved were more deep-seated than that. Prior to
the election, the Labour Party had not only undertaken to introduce
an anti-nuclear weapons and anti-nuclear propulsion policy, it had
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also made a public commitment to renegotiate the ANZUS Treaty
with its other two Treaty partners, the United States and Australia.
Labour’s hope was that a new treaty arrangement would provide for
cooperation between the partners on economic, cultural and political
issues and reduce the importance of the military side of the
relationship.4 The US Administration would have none of this, and
requested continued access for its ships to New Zealand ports.
Although it was prepared to give private assurances that none of its
ships visiting New Zealand would be carrying nuclear weapons, it
was not prepared to depart publicly from its policy on ‘neither confirm
nor deny’. America’s firm stance was based on a number of reasons.
One was that the matters raised by New Zealand had the potential
for a single-issue dispute over port access to undermine the overall
validity of America’s ‘containment’ of the Soviet Union. Another was
that the conversion of ANZUS into a non-nuclear alliance, as New
Zealand wished, was seen as amounting to a fundamental
questioning of the basis for the US policy of global deterrence. A
third reason was America’s concern that any disarray within ANZUS
might complicate the arms control negotiations it was at the time
having with the Soviet Union and be used by the latter to encourage
a split within the Western alliance. And finally, the United States was
worried that, if it agreed to New Zealand’s demands, this would
encourage other countries, and in particular Japan, to try to
renegotiate their defence relationships with it as well.5

The stand-off between New Zealand and the United States created
two problems and one substantial opportunity for Australia. One
problem was how to stop the ‘Kiwi anti-nuclear disease’ spreading
to its shores. The other problem was how to deal with New Zealand
now that it had been effectively ex-communicated by the Americans.
The opportunity which Australia embraced was to consolidate its
military ties with the United States.

Australia—under Bob Hawke’s leadership—had already
reaffirmed its commitment to ANZUS in 1983; and, in a speech to
the Australian Parliament in September of that year, Foreign Minister
Bill Hayden said that the review of ANZUS which the government
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had undertaken had led to a firm and unequivocal reaffirmation of
the Alliance as fundamental to Australia’s national security and foreign
and defence policies. He added that Australia could not be expected
to be influential in matters such as arms control, arms reduction
and disarmament initiatives if it did not involve itself in nuclear
deterrence.6 This was a clear message to the Australian and New
Zealand public before the 1984 election in New Zealand that the
Australian Government would not be adopting the New Zealand
Labour Party’s anti-nuclear policy.

The initial reaction of the Hawke Cabinet to the US imposition of
sanctions against New Zealand was to follow suit. Instead, it took
steps to strengthen the trans-Tasman defence relationship. The
Australian rationale was the belief that, with this approach, it would
encourage New Zealand to remain an active and capable supporter
of regional security, and would reduce the risk of New Zealand’s
nuclear policy revolution spreading to its wider defence and regional
strategic policies. Canberra believed such developments to be
against Australia’s interests, because Australia valued the potential
military support which it would receive from the NZDF in any local
conflict and did not want New Zealand promoting divergent views on
security issues in its region.7

Australia largely achieved its objectives, with Kim Beazley, who
had become Minister for Defence following the Hawke Government’s
re-election in December 1984, commenting later that ‘New Zealand
had a chance to isolate itself but then chose not to’.8 Beazley had
visited New Zealand in April 1985 for defence talks and was aware
of the need to counter any public perception that his government
was ‘ganging up’ on the Kiwis. His view was that, given the strength
of New Zealand public opinion, and the evident determination of the
Lange Government to adhere to its anti-nuclear policy, the Australian
parliamentary Opposition’s suggested approach of issuing
ultimatums to New Zealand and even threatening economic
sanctions would prove counter-productive. Beazley thought that
such an approach would harden the New Zealand position;
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jeopardise Australia’s relations with New Zealand; and achieve
nothing in terms of resolving the US/New Zealand dispute.9

On his various visits to New Zealand, Beazley discussed
cooperation on a submarine project, suggested extra bilateral military
exercises and training assistance, and offered to upgrade intelligence
links—despite the American restrictions—by commissioning special
reports for New Zealand on regional issues. There was a quid pro
quo. New Zealand had to maintain, amongst other capabilities, an
infantry battalion, a blue water navy and a quality maritime
surveillance capacity, and an air combat force. The result was a
substantial improvement in defence cooperation between the two
countries.10 However, despite this, the election of the Lange Labour
Government and its rift with the United States marked a further shift
in the way Australia and New Zealand viewed defence policy. Up
until then, the conventional wisdom in Canberra and Wellington held
that ‘the strategic interests of both countries were identical’.11 This
was now no longer the case.

New Zealand’s economic crisis

A more immediate concern for the Lange Government was the state
of the New Zealand economy and how to deal with an economic
crisis which was so serious that the country was on the verge of
defaulting on its international obligations.

The causes of the crisis were deep-seated. New Zealand had
experienced rampant inflation through most of the 1970s and 1980s
at a rate 50 percent higher than the OECD average; and wages
were at least linked to inflation. The 1970s had also seen an expansion
of New Zealand’s welfarism, with the introduction of the world’s first
no-fault accident compensation scheme; legislation designed to
settle Maori land grievances, which encouraged the development of
a thriving grievance industry; the introduction of a tax-payer funded
universal superannuation scheme paid at age 60 to a couple at 80
percent of the average ordinary time wage, regardless of assets or
other income; ‘social welfare’ for sheep farmers which resulted in
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many of them getting more money from the government than they
earned from their farms; and, prior to the 1981 general election, the
commencement of a massive energy self-sufficiency program,
virtually exclusively funded by the taxpayer, which was supposed to
create 400,000 additional jobs.12

Not surprisingly, the results were increasing government deficits;
a sharp acceleration in public sector borrowing; tax increases; rising
unemployment; and successive downward adjustments in the
country’s credit rating. The New Zealand Government’s response in
1982 was to impose a wage/price freeze: the author’s was to resign
from the Cabinet over differences of opinion about the direction of
economic policy.13

The wage/price freeze continued for a further two years until
shortly after the 1984 election. By then, the extent of the country’s
economic decline from the heady days of the 1950s (when New
Zealand was one of the wealthiest nations in the world) was dramatic.
From the 1960s to the early 1980s, per capita income growth
averaged 1.4 percent compared to the Organisation of Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) average of 2.9 percent.
Middle income earners bore the brunt of this deterioration on two
fronts. In the 30 years from the 1960s to the early 1990s the
government’s tax-take increased by 250 percent in real terms,
whereas the wages of the average one-income family rose by only
20 percent. Actual take-home pay showed a negative increase when
tax hikes were taken into account.

Productivity also declined dramatically during the same period,
with probably the biggest fall in the public sector which, by the mid-
1980s, accounted for 24 percent of all activity and consumed 29
percent of all investments, excluding income transfers from one part
of the community to another. Government trading entities alone were
responsible for 12 percent of the Gross National Product (GNP), but
cumulatively produced a nil profit. Some, like the Forestry
Department, never got ‘into the black’ in 70 years of existence.
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Not surprisingly, the incoming government was forced to take
radical action, which resulted in a series of sweeping reforms that
impacted on most sectors of the economy. They included the floating
of the New Zealand dollar; the removal of interest rate controls; the
cancellation of producer subsidies; the eventual sale of many
government businesses; and major changes to public sector
management and accountability.

Apart from the fact that reform had to proceed as a matter of
necessity, there were several points of difference between New
Zealand’s reforms and those in other parts of the world. One was
that the New Zealand electorate was ready for change. It had just
gone through nine years of arguably authoritarian governments—
including two years of a wage/price freeze which was not working
and was clearly seen to be not working—and knew that things had
to change. This view was graphically fortified by a well-run, well-
publicised post-election economic summit on the ‘State of the Nation’.
All the departmental briefing papers for the incoming government
(including a full range of Treasury reports which showed the full extent
of the country’s parlous financial state) were released for public
consumption at the summit.

A second point of difference was the age and motivation of
members of the new Labour Government. Labour had been almost
entirely in opposition since 1949 and was hungry not only for office
but also to improve the nature of New Zealand society. Its senior
Ministers, particularly those in sympathy with the Finance Minister,
were imbued with a reforming zeal based on years of thinking about
the issues but with little previous opportunity to implement their ideas.
The reformers within the Cabinet also had considerable help from
an unexpected quarter. Unsurprisingly, not everyone within the Labour
Party caucus was in favour of the economic line adopted by the
new government. However, many who would otherwise have been
violent critics, of not only the speed and direction of change but also
its impact on New Zealand society, had more than enough to occupy
their attention as the government became locked in a ‘war of words’
with the United States over its anti-nuclear policy.
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A third factor, which has been of long-term significance, was the
part played in the reform process by senior officials in the Treasury
and the Reserve Bank. Both organisations had been in the
wilderness for at least the final two years of the National
Government’s period in office when Robert Muldoon, in his combined
roles as Prime Minister and Minister of Finance, refused to heed the
advice being tendered on how to reverse the country’s declining
economic circumstances. The officials however used this time well.

Senior personnel went back to a theoretical framework for reform
and identified six major elements of economic and management
theory which they believed would assist New Zealand’s economic
recovery. The elements were agency, public choice, contracting,
finance, accounting, and management. As a result of this work,
officials were able to articulate the policy implications of the various
theories at appropriate times during the course of the government’s
reform program. The result was a coherent and consistent set of
solutions to the problems that the country was facing, with particular
attention applied to the public sector which, by this time, was too big
and therefore too important to be allowed to continue to hold back
the rest of the reforming economy.

One point is particularly noteworthy. Although economic theory
was crucial to the reform process, which impacted on almost every
aspect of the economy, the underlying basis for reform was not driven
by ideology or by some simple process or model to resolve
management functions or to separate different roles. Rather, it was
based on quite deep thought about institutional settings and how
these shape and motivate decisions. The fundamental objective of
the reforms was simply to raise the quality of decision-making at all
levels of the economy by subjecting decision-makers to competition
without undue government interference. And it worked.14



CHAPTER 3

REFORMS TO THE NEW ZEALAND PUBLIC SECTOR

The reform process15 was helped by the fact that key Cabinet
Ministers in the Lange Government were representatives of the post-
War generation and viewed New Zealand in less insular terms than
their predecessors. They were also more acutely aware of, and
receptive to, different philosophical approaches to government and
management. Because of this, they took the view that the ideas,
productive energies and confidence needed for New Zealand to make
its way in the world, and to overcome the problems associated with
the country’s chronic debt, would only emerge through the exposure
of all sectors of the economy to the forces of competition. The focus
was therefore on creating appropriate incentives and conditions to
encourage these ideas to flourish throughout the whole community.

The New Zealand state sector—with its traditional focus on
resource distribution, regulation and control—lacked transparency
in its processes and activities, and was viewed not so much as a
tool for reform, but as a major part of the problem. Ministers
consequently decided that it should be exposed to the same market
rigours that had been applied to farming, manufacturing and other
businesses where subsidies and support mechanisms had been
removed and regulations and controls progressively dismantled.
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Key concepts in the government’s approach to the reform of the
state sector were transparency and consistency, with transparency
bringing about the most radical changes to State structures and
systems. Virtually all the State’s activities were to become open and
competitive, ‘in the belief that this transparency would eliminate
unnecessary functions and inefficient processes and clarify
accountability’.16

The concepts of transparency and consistency led to the adoption
of the following set of organising principles which underpinned the
reform process within the state sector:

• The State should not be involved in activities which could be
performed more efficiently and effectively by the wider community
or by private businesses.

• State trading enterprises were likely to function most efficiently
and effectively if they were structured along private sector business
lines.

• Departments would operate most efficiently and effectively if their
functions were non-conflicting and clearly specified. This led to
the functional separation of policy from operations, and
commercial activities from non-commercial activities.

• Managers of Departments would perform most effectively if they
were fully accountable for the efficient running of their
organisations with the minimum practicable degree of central
control of inputs.

• As far as practicable, the cost of State activities should be based
on market factors, so that the quality, quantity and cost of products
could be determined by the requirements of purchasers rather
than the preferences of producers.
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Three crucial pieces of legislation reflected these principles.

The first was the State Owned Enterprises Act 1986, which came
into force on 1 April 1987 and set up what became known as the
State Owned Enterprises regime. Its basis was the conversion of
the former state trading departments and corporations into
businesses along private sector lines. Many State Owned Enterprises
(SOEs) were subsequently sold off, with the State now having
withdrawn almost entirely from direct involvement in trading
enterprises.

Although not widely known, the genesis for the SOE concept dates
from the second term of the Muldoon Government during the 1978–
81 period when the author held the Cabinet posts of—among other
positions—Minister in Charge of the Government Life Office and of
the State Insurance Office. In the interests of efficiency and
effectiveness, a review of these two entities was commissioned to
see if they should be amalgamated. The answer was ‘no’ but, in the
course of the review, it was found that the Government Life Office
was in such a parlous state that it was in danger of financial
insolvency. The solution, which the then head of the State Services
Commission (SSC), Dr Probine, and the author agreed on, was to
establish  an Advisory Board17 which, despite its lack of legal authority
or standing (other than Cabinet approval), was accepted by the
Government Life Commissioner as though it had these attributes.
The result was that, within a relatively short time and in large measure
due to the Board’s guidance, the entity was again back on track.
Later, when the Lange Government moved to restructure the State’s
trading entities, the Advisory Board concept was taken a step further,
with each new SOE being set up under statute with a properly
constituted board of directors.

The second piece of legislation was the State Sector Act 1988,
which established the positions of State Services Commissioner
and Deputy State Services Commissioner, created a Department
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known as the State Services Commission, and changed its role
from employer and manager of the public service to employer of
chief executives and advisor to the government on management of
the state sector.

Prior to the 1988 Act, there had been a Public Service
Commission, which itself was the product of structural changes to
the public service by the incoming Reform Government in 1912.
Whilst in Opposition, the Reform Party had promised to ‘reform’ the
public service and subsequently set out to do so when it was elected.
‘Political appointments were abolished, but the ‘aristocracy of
Government officials’ continued to prosper with the appointment of
a Public Service Commissioner and two assistant commissioners.
Appointments and promotions were now handled by public servants,
and close relationships developed between departmental heads and
the Public Service Commissioner. Although Prime Minister William
Massey (1912–25) boasted of depoliticising the public service, there
was still plenty of political interference, with a number of departments
becoming a ‘dumping ground for the unemployed’. By early 1976,
largely due to the decisions of successive governments, the public
service was New Zealand’s largest employer, with more than 20
percent of the total labour force either directly or indirectly on the
State’s payroll.18

The State Sector Act 1988 ended 75 years of centralised control
of the public service in New Zealand. It also made chief executives
in the core state sector fully accountable to their responsible Ministers
for the efficient and effective management of their organisations,
and resulted in them being placed on formal performance-related
limited term contracts.

The third piece of legislation was the Public Finance Act 1989,
which changed the basis of state sector financial management from
a focus on the cost of production (inputs) to a focus on the relevance
and effectiveness of outputs, and the overall results of these outputs
from the government’s perspective.
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A series of financial management and accounting reforms
followed, which were designed to introduce as many of the
disciplines of the commercial operating environment as practicable
to the state sector. In particular, this was through the formal
purchasing by Ministers of the outputs of departments, at specified
standards of quality, quantity, timelessness and cost, through accrual
accounting and through capital charging. The apex of these financial
and accounting reforms was the production of a rational set of
National Accounts which, at the time of introduction, was thought to
be unique internationally.19





CHAPTER 4

NEW ZEALAND DEFENCE STRUCTURE
AS AT THE MID–1980s

Defence was initially exempted from the New Zealand Government’s
economic and structural reform process for three reasons: first,
because the initial focus of state sector reform was on the
government’s trading entities rather than the core public sector
departments; secondly, due to the anti-nuclear stand-off and its flow-
on effects; and finally, because Defence’s legislative basis meant
that the application of the government’s standard state sector reform
model to it was inappropriate.

At the time, Defence was governed by the 1971 Defence Act,
which had as its genesis the underlying theory that the Defence
system is an integrated whole in which each of the three Services
provides a component part. Prior to that, the 1964 Defence Act
applied.20

Under the 1964 legislation, each of the three single Services had
its own Service Board, which provided a significant part of the
command and administration of that particular Service. The
membership of each Board included the Minister of Defence and
the Deputy or Associate Secretary of Defence, but not the Chief of
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Defence Staff (CDS). The CDS was the principal military adviser to
the Minister and was responsible for convening and chairing a Chiefs
of Staff Committee to facilitate cooperation between the individual
Service Chiefs. The 1964 Defence Act established the Ministry of
Defence, which consisted of the three Services and Defence
civilians. It attempted to bring the three Services together within a
more unified structure than previously had been the case.

The Secretary of Defence was designated the permanent head
of the Ministry for the purposes of both the State Services Act 1962
and the Public Revenues Act 1953. His tasks included financial
planning and expenditure, the coordination of Ministry business, and
the inspection of the administration of the Services. He was also the
principal civilian adviser to the Minister but had no responsibility for
the command or administration of the Services.

The Defence Council was interposed between the Minister of
Defence and the three Service Boards and was tasked with
facilitating cooperation and consultation between key officials and
the Minister. Its permanent membership consisted of the Minister
as chair, the CDS, the three Chiefs and the Secretary of Defence. It
was responsible for the administration and command of Defence
and was also defence policy adviser to the Minister. The Minister
had a power of veto over a decision of the Defence Council to which
he had not been a party, or had not assented to in writing, if it was
‘an important matter of principle or policy or administration’.21

Prior to the final decision on the new structure enshrined in the
1971 Defence Act, three options were considered for changes to
the defence decision-making process. The first option was the
integration of all three Services as had been done in Canada. Although
this was rejected in the New Zealand context, it was not entirely
discounted as a long-term possibility. The second option was the
development of a ‘fourth service’, which integrated all support
functions but left the combat and operational arms under their single
Services. The third option, and the one selected, was a system with
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a policy/management split, whereby policy and financial responsibility
were unified at the centre and management was delegated to the
single Services. However, as time went on, the simplicity of the split
had been forgotten and rather more than policy and major financial
responsibility were unified at the centre.22

The chief organisational characteristic of the Ministry of Defence—
which remained in existence under the 1971 Defence  Act—was
that it was to be managed and run jointly by military and civilians in
recognition of the constitutional principle that there must be civilian
control (or at least oversight) of military power and policy. This had
its highest expression in the joint responsibilities of the CDS and the
Secretary of Defence, but extended to a large number of
administrative ‘branches’ within Defence Headquarters, dealing with
a host of military and non-military functions. There was no provision
in the 1971 Defence Act requiring the Secretary and the CDS to
consult each other, nor in practice did this seem necessary.

Consistent with the ‘integrated whole’ theory, the three Service
Boards—but not the Defence Council (which retained its earlier
composition)—were abolished in the 1971 Defence Act in favour of
the Chiefs of Staff Committee, which was given legislative expression.
Its membership comprised the CDS and the three Chiefs and it
was charged with conveying agreed collective advice to the Minister,
subject to the proviso that each Service Chief had a statutory right
to request the CDS to convey a different view to the Minister. The
CDS retained his previous functions and powers and acquired a
statutory power under the Defence Council to command the three
Services through the relevant Chiefs. The role of the CDS was blurred
with that of the Secretary by virtue of their acquiring joint functions in
relation to execution of Defence Council decisions; coordination of
the Ministry’s activities; coordination of policies, functions,
organisation and procedures of the Ministry; and ensuring the
organisation and functions of the Ministry were clearly defined, and
adequately controlled and supervised.
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While the command structure of the single Services was relatively
clear under the 1971 Defence Act, policy advice and delegation of
command on a Defence-wide basis were not because of confusion
over the respective roles and responsibilities of the Defence Council,
the Chiefs of Staff Committee, the CDS and the Secretary of Defence.
Under the 1971 Defence Act, the Defence Council was paramount
and had the twin roles of policy advice and higher command, with
its policy role having been strengthened from ‘advising the Minister
on important matters of policy’ in the 1964 legislation to ‘assisting
the Minister in formulating and recommending defence policy’ in the
1971 Defence Act.23 The position of the CDS was also invidious,
because of the composition of the Defence Council. There, the voice
of the CDS carried no more weight than that of the individual Service
Chiefs who were his subordinates. Indeed the CDS was dependent
on their continuing support, as they accounted for half of the Council’s
permanent voting membership. The privileged position of the Chiefs
also meant that they had a central role in the policy advice process,
but were expected to implement that policy under the command of
the CDS. As a result, the person who had final responsibility for
ensuring that policy was executed had no more power than his
subordinates. Not surprisingly, the result was a strong focus on single
Service concerns—rather than the overall interests of the total
NZDF—particularly when adjustments had to be made because of
financial constraints or policy changes.



CHAPTER 5

STRATEGOS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
REVIEW OF DEFENCE

It was against this legislative background, the New Zealand
Government’s economic and state sector reforms, the stand-off with
the United States, the enhanced trans-Tasman Defence relationship,
and the 1987 New Zealand Defence White Paper that a resource
management review of Defence by Strategos Consulting Limited
commenced in late 1987.24 The resulting report took approximately
12 months to complete. It was based on near full-time involvement
by two of the consultancy’s directors, plus substantial input from
the consulting company’s chair who coordinated work-in-progress
and kept the whole project on track. In addition to the Strategos
involvement, more than 30 detailed studies of different aspects of
defence resource management were carried out by a range of sub-
consultants directly employed by Strategos. In some cases, those
studies looked at how an issue was handled by all three Services or
by Defence central management. Others covered particular (but
representative)  activities as diverse as dockyard and inventory
management, catering, medical services, transport, repairs,
relocation, land usage, and science and computer services. In
virtually every case, these studies were followed up with further
discussions or written comment on particular areas requiring more
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analysis. The Review Team or sub-consultants visited most NZDF
facilities in New Zealand and held lengthy talks with Service and
civilian personnel. Members of the Review Team also visited
Australia, the United Kingdom and Norway.

From the outset, the Review Team was aware that its prime
audience was political and that the support of four specific Cabinet
members would be crucial. Because of this, the background and
experience of the three main Strategos directors involved in the
Review were important.  The author had a background in law, politics
and consulting. His fellow consultancy company director, Alf Kirk—
who provided much of the Review’s analytical input—was a qualified
accountant, an economist and a former advisor to the Prime Minister
on industrial relations. The Board’s chair, Susan McAffer, had been
involved in a number of party political campaigns, had wide experience
in advertising and marketing and was employed for a number of
years as a ministerial press secretary.

The four key Cabinet Ministers that the Review Team had to deal
with were the Prime Minister, David Lange; the Deputy Prime Minister,
Geoffrey Palmer (who was the ‘detail person’ in the Cabinet on the
state sector reform process, a constitutional lawyer and a stickler
for detail); the Minister of Finance, Roger Douglas (a ‘big picture’
person who had little interest in defence, but needed no convincing
that the organisation was riddled with waste and inefficiencies); and
the Defence Minister, Bob Tizard.

Because each Minister had differing interests and backgrounds,
presentations to them had to be individually tailored. In Lange’s case,
as he was known to have a short attention span, the objective was
to get through the key points typed up on one sheet of paper in no
more than 10 minutes. Gerald Hensley, who was head of the Prime
Minister’s Department under both the previous Prime Minister
Muldoon, and Lange, has said that he would go into Lange’s office
with a list of things requiring attention, determined to run through it
the way he had been able to with Muldoon, but that he never could
do so with Lange:
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After about two of the points he would be reminded of an extremely
funny story about a colleague or something and away you’d go and
three quarters of an hour later he was still sitting there and it didn’t
matter—it was immensely entertaining … he was almost
ambivalent about everything including himself and so his office
management … often verged on chaos.25

In contrast, Palmer was much more interested in the detail of
issues like the civilian/military relationship, the Review Team’s options
for Defence Headquarters and overall accountability. The approach
by Douglas was different in that he listened, but rarely commented.
He made it clear after the Review had been completed that he would
have supported substantial cuts to the Defence budget. Tizard was
the only one of the four with a military background, having served as
an Air Force navigator towards the end of the Second World War.
He was a ‘fierce supporter of the [government’s] anti-nuclear policy’.26

However, he also clearly understood the implications of being outside
ANZUS and the extra costs of the New Zealand Government’s more
independent defence stance. Tizard was a sceptic by nature, but
had a genuine understanding of the wider defence issues involved
in the Review. Because of his experience as a former Finance
Minister, he also knew that any savings identified were likely to take
longer to capture than people anticipated and might not finish up
with Defence in any case. The Review Team was required to formally
report to Tizard and Douglas (later replaced by David Caygill).

All these Ministers were already aware of inefficiencies and
rigidities in the Defence system and of the opposition of many senior
military personnel to the government’s anti-nuclear policy.

Unresolved issues in the early stages of the Strategos
Review

In the early stages of the Review, there were three unresolved
issues. The first concerned who would be involved in the Review
and the extent of Defence’s oversight of its conduct; the second
centred on how much the Review was going to cost; and the third
concerned the Review’s terms of reference.
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Initially, there was strong pressure from the Defence
establishment for a ‘military expert’ to be seconded to the Review
Team, and the names of several ‘suitable’ individuals were submitted
for consideration. These were all declined on the basis that this type
of involvement had the potential to compromise the Review’s
independence. The next suggestion was that any sub-consultants
to be employed should be subject to prior Defence approval. This
was not an issue of security clearances (which were required by
everyone involved), but another attempt by Defence to have a degree
of control over the Review process. In the interests of compromise,
the author agreed to ‘advise’ the Secretary of Defence as to who
was being employed and the details of their specific tasks. However,
within days, this arrangement was tested and subsequently
abandoned. The circumstances were as follows. Former National
Party Member of Parliament (MP) Michael Cox was employed to
carry out a short, narrowly defined, real estate review. Cox was
eminently suited for the task. He was available to start immediately
and was a hard-nosed practical person with a cost-accounting
background (both of  which were important), and had been chair of
the National Government’s caucus housing committee when the
author was Minister of Housing.

Within hours of the Secretary of Defence being advised of the
appointment, the Minister of Defence telephoned the author. The
purport of the conversation was that the Minister was happy to have
the author conduct the Review—despite his being a former National
Party Cabinet Minister—but said that he could envisage problems
with his Labour party caucus colleagues if they perceived that the
Review was being run as ‘an employment promotion scheme for
defeated National Party MPs’. The upshot of the conversation was
twofold: the author was given complete authority to employ
whomsoever he chose; and the Minister did not want to know anything
about it. This meant that Defence was now also out of the loop other
than through the routine security clearance process.

The second issue concerned the Review Team’s fee and the
overall cost of the Review. In an attempt to resolve these matters,
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the initial suggestion put to the Secretary of Defence was that the
author, as review chair, should be paid for three days per week, at a
nominated daily rate, for the duration of the Review, regardless of
the actual time he spent on the project. It was also suggested  that
all other Strategos directors should be paid at the same daily rate,
based on the time they devoted to the Review, and that any remaining
project costs and disbursements (including those involved in
employing sub-consultants and extra staff) should be charged out
to Defence at cost. This offer was declined on the advice of the
Treasury, because it was deemed to be an open-ended contract.
The author’s response was to prepare a paper for the Secretary of
Defence, which was submitted to the Cabinet and approved by it. It
contained a capped figure and within that cap a fixed monthly fee
payable to Strategos. All other costs and disbursements were to be
paid initially by the consulting company and  then charged to Defence
at cost. As a result of this agreement, Strategos had good internal
cashflow and sufficient finance and independence to employ
whomsoever it chose.

Although the final cost of the project came in under the capped
figure, the downside for the New Zealand Government—which did
not seem to be troubled by it, as Strategos was subsequently
contracted to conduct reviews of the Treasury, the Ministry of Justice,
New Zealand Police, and aspects of the Fire Service and the Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries—was that the final bill for the Defence
review was at least twice what it would have been if the original
funding proposal had been accepted.

The third issue involved the Review’s terms of reference. Initially
they covered Defence Headquarters’ organisational structures;27 real
estate; personnel; electronic data processing and science;
equipment; training; and programme management and cost
recoveries. Excluded were considerations of Defence policy,
operational and command responsibilities, and force structure.
These exclusions became an issue almost immediately after the
Review Team commenced its work, when the Navy was requested
to respond to some questions relating to its in-shore patrol craft.
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The request was firmly denied by the Chief of Naval Staff (CNS)
Rear Admiral Doug Domett, who said this was a matter of force
structure and was therefore outside the Review’s terms of reference.
He was equally unmoved when told that military operational
equipment was part of the inquiry; and had clearly decided that, where
there was doubt, ‘professional military judgment’ took precedence
over the opinions of ‘uninformed civilians’.

To give the CNS his due, he was being consistent. In 1987, at the
time of the Fiji coup, he and the other two Service Chiefs had been
summoned to the Prime Minister’s office and requested to put certain
military equipment on stand-by in case it became necessary to
evacuate New Zealand nationals. In the case of the RNZN, the request
involved the readying of the survey ship HMNZS Monowai. Lange’s
description of the incident is that:

The admiral was not of a mind to send a ship and urged caution.
I told him I was not asking him to commit his craft to combat; as far
as I knew Fiji didn’t have a navy or an air force to attack it. I asked
the Chief of Defence Staff to implement certain evacuation plans. I
was advised that he could not, because the Chief of Naval Staff
was opposed to the move. I put my instructions in writing. These
were conveyed to the Chief of Naval Staff. The admiral refused the
instruction. He insisted that my instruction be referred to the
Defence Council, as in law he was entitled to do. … Its members
were summonsed and I went to meet with them. Here again the
admiral balked. He told the Council the Monowai would take five
days to sail to Fiji. … The admiral was sent off to get another figure
and finally came back with an estimate of sixty-seven hours. The
Monowai was dispatched but half an hour out of Auckland its
propeller went out of alignment and it had to turn back. One of our
frigates made it to Fiji, thanks to the Australians, who refueled it on
the journey. I knew then that getting our armed forces into useful
order would be the work of many years.28

Following the refusal of the CNS to provide information on the
patrol craft, the issue was taken up with CDS General Mace. Mace
had an upright stance and the looks and demeanour of high office.
He was also extremely adept politically in fulfilling his role as CDS
and in his assiduous support of government policy. His reaction to
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the refusal of the CNS to supply the information that had been
requested was in keeping with his Strategos-designated nickname
‘The Silver Fox’, when he responded with the question: ‘Do you want
me to sack him?’ As each Chief of Staff is appointed by the Governor-
General, and in practical terms can only be dismissed by the
Governor-General on Ministerial advice,29 the reply was: ‘No, I only
want the answers to the questions’.

The flow-on effect was however significant, and led to a complete
reassessment of the Review’s terms of reference. There were three
reasons for this. First, those within government who had
commissioned the Review did so because many of the flaws in the
structure and performance of Defence were so visible to the non-
military eye that there was a determination to do something about
them. Secondly, the government did not trust most of those within
Defence to implement its policies. Although this in part stemmed
from actual and perceived opposition within Defence to the New
Zealand Government’s anti-nuclear policy, and the resultant reduced
contact with the US military, the void between the two sides was
deeper than this. Lange put it this way:

In 1984, most of Labour’s Cabinet and caucus were of a
temperament which found military posturing ridiculous rather than
intimidating. Our pride in our country was not bound up with military
prowess. In New Zealand the armed forces did not have the standing
which allowed them to dictate to the government. More than a
generation gap was at work.30

The third reason was Mace’s appreciation of the way the political
wind was blowing. As a result, he readily accepted the need for the
terms of reference to be extended and was supportive when the
issues involved were put to a meeting of the Defence Executive
Committee in December 1987. There, the Committee was told that
the Review Team needed a wide brief because it was looking to
move at least 10–15 percent of Defence’s current annual budget to
higher priority areas. The Review chair added that the approach
being adopted would involve Defence personnel responding to some
quite tough (and probably to them strange) questions; and that
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eventually the Review would result in the need to make some rather
hard decisions. ‘We are not talking about fiddling at the margins or a
series of one-off deals, because they won’t provide enough on-going
savings’, the meeting was told.31

The result was that, at a subsequent Defence Executive
Committee meeting, the CDS instructed his Service Chiefs that the
Review’s terms of reference had been amended by the government
and were now ‘to be as wide as necessary to achieve its objectives’.
This meant that nothing was now sacrosanct—including policy,
operation and command responsibilities, and force structure. The
message that the Review was not a cost-cutting exercise was both
clearly conveyed to senior Defence personnel and backed up by a
supporting statement from the Prime Minister to this effect. These
messages were important for two reasons: first, because defence
spending at that time was substantial, amounting to around 2.2
percent of GDP;32 and secondly, because they were designed to
encourage those within Defence to cooperate with the Review.

The reactions of those within Defence to the Strategos
Review

Despite this, the reaction of the three Services to the Review, and to
its expanded terms of reference, varied dramatically. The Navy now
adopted the role of the ‘Silent Service’. This involved answering any
questions put to it in a prompt and straightforward way, but without
providing any additional information. If a question clearly needed to
be rephrased or asked in some other way to elicit the information
which was obviously being sought, that was deemed not to be the
Navy’s problem. The expectation was that, if they responded this
way, the Review Team would eventually move on to other things.

In contrast, the RNZAF hierarchy, led by the then Chief of Air Staff
(CAS), was deliberately obstructive; invariably late in responding to
questions seeking information; and, on occasions, its tactics
bordered on the unprofessional. The initial ‘exasperated’ response
to the Review Team’s persistent questions was: ‘If you spent more
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time visiting our bases you would understand why we do things this
way’. However, when Air Staff began to realise the extent of the
inefficiencies that were being uncovered, and the frustrations of Air
Force personnel in having to cope with them—which they were not
shy in talking about to the Review Team—they shifted tack. Now,
the Review Team was told that it needed to spend more time at Staff
Headquarters so that the advice being tendered on the bases could
be put into proper context.

Two examples illustrate the extent of the deviousness of the
RNZAF with which the Review Team had to contend. The first
involved the Hobsonville Air Force base—adjacent to the Whenuapai
base in Auckland—which was perfectly suited, and widely believed
to be slated, for early closure. When the Review Team first visited it,
a substantial amount of work was taking place on-site to provide
extra bomb storage capacity and to construct a highly specialised
weapons testing facility. These activities were clearly being carried
out in an attempt to bolster the case against closure, on the basis
that the extra expenditure would be wasted if this were to happen.
The Review’s recommendation to the Minister—which was
accepted—was that work should cease until a comprehensive
review of all Defence real estate had been completed. This was not
well received by Air Staff.

The second example involved the possibility of joint pilot training
with Australia. This was initially raised at a meeting in Canberra with
the then Australian Minister for Defence, Kim Beazley, who agreed
that the issue was worth investigating. However, an internal
assessment conducted by a team from the RNZAF and the Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAF) rejected the concept ‘on operational
grounds and because of the capital cost of building a new airfield
plus two new satellite airfields to handle combined basic training in
New Zealand’.33 As this statement was clearly nonsensical, the
Strategos Report included a recommendation that the matter be
reconsidered by an independent evaluation team. There were two
reasons for this suggestion. The first was that Australia was known
to have some PC-9s available; could also make some flying time
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available on its Aermacchi 326 jet trainers; and within 18 months
would be able to supply a number of surplus Aermacchis to the
RNZAF. The second reason was that, if the surplus Aermacchis
were made available to the RNZAF, they would provide a transition
to jet option and thereby avoid the need for a New Zealand decision
on replacement jet trainers until a proper evaluation of a replacement
for the A-4 Skyhawks had been considered.

This recommendation did not bear fruit either; but the reason
was not discovered for another decade. When the RAAF team
arrived in New Zealand for the initial evaluation, they were told in no
uncertain terms by the RNZAF hierarchy that pilot training was a
matter of national sovereignty and it was not going to happen on a
joint trans-Tasman basis;34 hence the pro forma report which
recommended against the proposal. This raises an interesting
question: Would the RNZAF still have an air combat force today if
joint pilot training had been introduced on a trans-Tasman basis?
The answer is almost certainly ‘Yes!’

Unlike the RNZAF hierarchy, the New Zealand Army was a treat
to deal with. Its people were open; it was possible to debate the
issues with the Chief of General Staff (CGS) and his senior officers
in a rational way; and the final Strategos Report clearly benefited
from their input. Subsequent advice has, however, confirmed that
the Review, and the transition which followed it, was not easy for the
Army either. Comments by a senior Army officer, Brigadier Roger
Mortlock, at a Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade Select Committee
hearing in 1998 attest to this. After he had completed his submission,
Mortlock stood up, saluted and said ‘Sir, you put us through absolute
hell; we needed it; and we are the better for it’.

State Sector Reform and Defence

The five critical assumptions listed at the beginning of this paper
need to be seen in the context of the organising principles—outlined
in the chapter on Reforms to the New Zealand Public Sector—that
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came to underpin New Zealand’s state sector reform during this
period. The latter represented a starting point for restructuring the
Defence system and it was their broad application which
underpinned the Review’s analysis.

The first principle was that policy and advisory roles ought to be
separate from the administration and operational aspects of each
Department. The importance of this principle is to ensure that there
is no monopoly on policy advice and, more importantly, to ensure
that policy is not the exclusive preserve of the operational agency.
This does not preclude ongoing feedback to the policy agency, but
is an attempt to prevent advice being tailored to meet the needs of
the operational agency rather than the needs of the consumer of the
service. In the context of Defence, this means that the military view
has to be continually tested in the light of wider government objectives
and that the policy debate ought to be conducted within a framework
that avoids the risk of capture by either military or civilian points of
view.

The second principle was that objectives ought to be stated in
such a way that all parties involved in the provision of public goods
and services are absolutely clear as to their roles. This requires a
clear definition of the roles and division of responsibilities between
each functional part of the agency, between commercial and non-
commercial activities, between civilian and military advice and
between policy and management.

The third principle was that accountability should be maximised.
This derives from the process of clarifying objectives. The essence
of accountability is to be able to measure and assess performance
against objectives and to attribute accountability clearly. From the
viewpoint of effective resource management, this means having
mechanisms in place that are capable of assessing whether the
taxpayer is getting value for money. For Defence, it means:

• Leaving military operations to the military, subject to the control
of the Minister to meet the constitutional requirement for the
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subordination of the nation’s military forces to the authority of
Parliament, and making them fully accountable for those activities;

• Defining military outputs (i.e. the provision of operationally capable
forces);

• Making policy advisors responsible for policy so that there is no
confusion between the policy, military or commercial functions;
and

• Applying business criteria to the assessment of the performance
of those responsible for commercial functions.

The fourth principle was that there should be competitive neutrality
so as to minimise costs and provide the appropriate set of incentives
and sanctions to enhance efficiency. This is achieved (where
appropriate) by removing any special advantages and disadvantages
which prevail within the public sector. From the viewpoint of Defence,
it entails placing as much of supply as possible on a commercial
basis. The clarification of objectives and the improvement of
accountability are crucial pre-conditions for this to apply.

The fifth principle was that managers ought to be allowed to
manage. Experience had shown that major improvements resulted
from: clarifying lines of authority; translating overall organisational
objectives into clear objectives for individual personnel; reducing
layers of management and paperwork; delegating decision-making;
pursuing decentralised systems in areas such as personnel, finance,
purchasing, and inventory management; and improving
management information systems. In the context of Defence, this
meant that, once clear objectives and accountability mechanisms
are in place, military personnel should be given management
responsibility.

In an assessment of resource management—which was
essentially the focus of the Strategos Review of Defence—two early
conclusions were that Defence officials were, at the time, acting
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within a set of constraints and structures that did not define their
tasks properly or give them enough management autonomy; and
that they had this in common with much of the New Zealand state
sector. A central requirement was therefore to isolate those issues
which were unique to Defence from those that were a consequence
of common state sector problems. The constitutional requirement
for control of the military has already been mentioned. This however
has to be balanced by recognition that the military has an important
contribution to make to national security; has special skills; and runs
unique risks. The potentially conflicting goals of the efficiency that
would flow from a unified Defence system, and the desirability of
fostering esprit de corps within the single Services, also have to be
considered, as does the fact that traditional business management
practices do not necessarily sit well with the skills needed to
command a ship or a battalion in conflict.

The members of the Review Team accepted that these special
features had to be accommodated and that defence structures and
spending might need to be adjusted in the event of an emerging
threat. That said, they were not convinced that these factors negated
the application of the general thrust of the state sector reform
principles to Defence. They were fortified in this view by the
knowledge that the resources available to Defence were scarce,
that savings could be achieved from a more businesslike approach
to defence management, and that any resources that were released
could be used to enhance military capabilities. The Review Team’s
conclusion was that a marriage of state sector reform principles
and Defence needs was the most practical way of achieving the
desired outcome.

The issue was how  to proceed. The answer was in part provided
by the thinking behind the State Sector Act 1988 and the Finance Act
1989. As discussed earlier, these two pieces of legislation were
motivated by the overall parlous state of the New Zealand economy,
and the Lange Government’s determination to inject greater
managerial discretion and accountability into the public sector
generally. As a result, several key changes were introduced which
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altered the way that government departments and public sector
agencies operated, including giving managers increased discretion
to actually manage than previously and holding them accountable in
different ways. One important part of the change was to create a
line of agency relationships that were designed to make it easier to
assess whether agreed goals had been achieved.35 Specific
changes included:36

• Achieving accountability for resources and results through a series
of contracting arrangements within the government system.

• Setting out  key result areas and the standards and expectations
of performance in performance agreements between Ministers
and departmental chief executives.

• Ministers and chief executives entering into purchase agreements
specifying the outputs to be produced during the year.

• Appropriations by Parliament to Ministers in terms of ‘output
classes’ covering operating expenses and providing the
accountability of Ministers to Parliament.

• Providing managers—within their appropriation limits—with
complete discretion in how and where they purchased their
supplies and services.

• Structuring appropriations to cover the cost of depreciation so
that departments could price their outputs to reflect repairs and
replacements without having to request new capital injections.

• Levying capital charges on each Department’s physical and
financial assets so that the cost of outputs reflected the cost of
capital and managers are aware of other government
investments.

• Employing heads of Departments as non-political ‘chief
executives’ on limited term contracts with the State Services
Commission.
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• Moving all Departments to an accrual accounting basis with
‘generally accepted accounting standards’ applying to all public
entities and the government issuing a combined financial
statement for the Crown as a whole.

The introduction of these changes, and the way they were applied
to Defence pursuant to the Strategos recommendations, provided a
divergence from, for example, Paul Dibb’s seminal 1986 Review of
Australia’s Defence Capabilities.

The 1987 New Zealand Defence White Paper

Australia had begun adjusting by the time of its 1972  Defence Review
and 1976 Defence White Papers to the message from the United
States in the Guam Doctrine of 1969 that it was no longer prepared
to act as a ‘global policeman’ by giving priority to greater self-reliance
in the region. New Zealand followed suit in its 1978 and 1983 Defence
White Papers. These two documents were however an amalgam
of strategic concepts. Both continued to declare that New Zealand’s
security rested on the stability of the West, but placed greater
emphasis on making contributions to Western interests by working
to ensure the stability of the Southwest Pacific in conjunction with
Australia. In contrast, the 1987 New Zealand White Paper, written in
the aftermath of the ANZUS crisis, represented a fundamental shift
by starting from the position that meeting New Zealand’s core
security and regional strategic interests was the priority as opposed
to ensuring a reasonable contribution to the strategic objectives of
an alliance. It however still acknowledged that New Zealand was
part of the international community and needed to be able to work
with others should circumstances warrant this. Nevertheless, the
emphasis was on a defence strategy based on greater self-reliance
and a well-defined area of direct strategic concern: Australia and
the South Pacific. This was not regarded as a rejection of the
collective security concept, but rather a more appropriate focus for
New Zealand’s contribution.
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The 1987 White Paper had then sought to define credible threats.
Anything beyond a medium level of conflict was considered to be
beyond the realm of possibility. Invasion was also regarded as
unlikely in the extreme. Sea and air raids were seen as only slightly
less probable, but incursions into New Zealand’s Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ)—which is the fourth largest in the world37—were
considered to be more credible. Flowing from this assessment, the
White Paper then went on to develop a series of 10 defence policy
objectives:

1. Preserving the security and integrity of New Zealand;

2. Making an effective military response to low-level contingencies
in the area of direct strategic concern;

3. Maintaining a basis for expansion which would enable New
Zealand to adjust to higher level threats within its area of direct
strategic concern;

4. Promoting security and stability in the South Pacific by furnishing
practical defence assistance;

5. Maintaining close cooperation with Australia and developing a
closer relationship were possible;

6. Being able to meet ANZUS obligations in conventional terms;

7. Being able to operate in the Southern maritime region and
providing logistic support in Antarctica;

8. Maintaining an active role in the Five Power Defence
Arrangements (FPDA) through participation in mutual
assistance programmes with countries in the region;

9. Operating effective disaster relief, resource protection, search
and rescue and medical evacuation services in New Zealand
and the South Pacific; and
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10. Being able to contribute to UN peacekeeping.

Although the 1987 White Paper was regarded by the Review Team
as a substantial improvement on previous Defence Reviews, it was
thought to be too general; to fall short of what the changes to the
strategic concept required; and not adequate enough to allow
Defence planners to develop proposals that were appropriate for
the new environment. A much more active involvement in the
dynamic process of review and response was deemed to be
required. The Review Team therefore started from the proposition
that defence policy should be defined only in terms of meeting
credible threats—as was the approach taken in Australia at the time—
rather than preparing for the widest possible range of contingencies.
Although it was acknowledged that there would be unforeseen events
to deal with, the point was made that this was not necessarily the
same as a change in the level of threat. To avoid being caught
unawares by the latter, the Review Team argued that it was important
to carry out regular threat assessments, rather than periodic policy
reviews, which—based on the experience with previous Defence
White Papers—were often years apart. The Review therefore
recommended that Defence be required to produce an Annual
Defence Assessment for its Minister.

The rationale for this approach was that regular threat
assessments would reveal if the level of risk was escalating; would
provide sufficient advanced warning to allow for adjustments in
strategic thinking; and would enable the development of capabilities
required to meet those adjustments. The traditional approach of trying
to prepare for the widest possible range of contingencies was
rejected on the basis that it did not fit within this concept; was not a
good use of the limited resources available to Defence; and ran the
risk of Defence doing nothing properly in an attempt to be ready for
everything.

In terms of Defence objectives, the Review Team’s conclusions—
given the general policy shift encompassed in the 1987 White
Paper—were that the defence of New Zealand’s sovereignty was
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dependent on meeting two fundamentals objectives rather than the
10 wide-ranging ones spelt out in the White Paper. They were the
security of the South Pacific, and defence cooperation with Australia,
with other objectives mainly flowing from these two central and
partially interlocking themes. The point was also strongly made that
defence activity was an integral part of foreign policy and that New
Zealand’s security interests in the Pacific went beyond defence
assistance and cooperation with countries in the region and should
embrace an ongoing policy of sensitive economic and civilian
assistance to provide a permanent underpinning of foreign policy
objectives:

In particular, this means quick and effective disaster relief and
surveillance of South Pacific fishing resources … to underline New
Zealand’s interest and commitment, and thereby generate goodwill
… [as] a central element of New Zealand’s strategy of denial, …
and to ‘show the flag’.38

The management of relations with Australia

A flow-on effect of the Review Team’s reassessment of objectives
was that it went further than the 1987 White Paper in acknowledging
the importance of New Zealand’s defence relationship with Australia.
There were several reasons for this. One is that Australia’s defence
capabilities are a crucial part of New Zealand’s security and are
closely interwoven with New Zealand’s commitment to the South
Pacific. Another is that, given the nature of its resources, New Zealand
is unlikely to be able to accomplish much in the region without
Australian support and, preferably, assistance. A prime objective of
foreign and defence policy should therefore be to ensure that Australia
remains interested in New Zealand’s security. A third reason is that
the imperative of keeping Australia interested in and concerned with
New Zealand security has far-reaching implications for the latter’s
force structure, equipment and training. The Review Team therefore
argued that a prime objective of New Zealand’s foreign and defence
policy—requiring substantial input from it in terms of both time and
effort—should be to ensure that Australia remains interested in New
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Zealand and the trans-Tasman security relationship. Although this is
as important today as it was in the late 1980s, it does not mean that
New Zealand should become dependent on Australia, as this would
be inconsistent with an independent foreign policy stance. What it
does mean is that, for as long as each country perceives that it has
an overlapping area of direct strategic interest, it should take the
other country’s priorities into account and seek to maximise the ability
of both to operate together effectively.

That said, the management of the trans-Tasman relationship has
never been easy, particularly for New Zealand. As Strategos recorded:

The complexity of the New Zealand/Australian relationship should
not be understated. New Zealand has always been wary about
becoming to closely identified with Australia. Australia has always
been puzzled by New Zealand’s continued determination to make
its own way in the world. However, the two countries have tended
to cooperate when this was perceived to be mutually beneficial.39

These comments are despite the fact that there are today, and
always have been, close ties between the two countries as evidenced
by their shared heritage and values; a reasonably similar language;
the volume of trans-Tasman trade; the free movement of people
between them; the spirit of ANZAC; the Closer Economic Relations
(CER) and Closer Defence Relations (CDR) Agreements; and so
on.

They also recognise that there are substantial differences between
Australia and New Zealand which, in the author’s view, are arguably
more important than the things they have in common. Location is
one difference. Size is another. A third is threat perception. A fourth
is New Zealand’s attitude towards alliances when they impinge on
independence and sovereignty. A fifth is that New Zealand has more
freedom to choose.  A final difference, which flows from the others,
relates to identity. Australia established who it was and what it wanted
to be a long time ago. In defence terms, its so-called ‘unique strategic
culture—which is a mixture of assumptions, prejudices, anxieties,
hopes and aspirations, often in defiance of logic’40—is an illustration
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of this, and has spawned a set of defence policies that are at variance
from those of many other countries. In contrast, New Zealand’s
evolving attitude towards Defence is more about its search for who
it is, how it views its place in the world, and what it wants to become
as a nation. It also reflects New Zealand’s desire to develop a more
independent stance internationally. The Lange Government’s anti-
nuclear policies were part of that evolutionary process.

All of these trans-Tasman differences came into play in 1988 in
one way or another during the course of the Strategos Review. During
that year, a number of meetings were held with senior Australian
Cabinet Ministers and officials. The officials in particular made it
clear that they were not universally supportive of the extra cost and
effort that Australia was having to bear as a result of Kim Beazley’s
determination to keep New Zealand actively involved in defence.41

They were also concerned that New Zealand’s anti-nuclear
sentiments could take fresh root in Australia if they were seen to be
too soft in their approach. They consequently adopted a hard line on
the ANZAC frigate project which contemplated the construction in
Australia of eight vessels for the RAN and four for the RNZN.

The officials said that they saw New Zealand’s participation in
the project ‘as a litmus test of its commitment to the trans-Tasman
defence relationship’.42 To emphasise this, they made two particular
points: first, that failure by New Zealand to purchase its four frigates
would be interpreted as an unwillingness on that country’s part to
play a credible role as a defence partner in the region and as a
signal that it was in the process of withdrawal from the ‘community
of friends’; and secondly, that non-involvement would be taken as a
clear sign that New Zealand was not prepared to recognise that
Australia was itself prepared to pay a substantial price in monetary
and non-monetary terms to ensure that New Zealand remained a
credible defence partner.43 The ‘price’, which Australia was prepared
to pay in dollars terms, had already been extended to a commitment
that New Zealand would not find comparable ships at less cost from
other sources.44
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There were consequently wider issues for the Strategos Review
Team to consider other than the suitability of the ANZAC frigates for
the RNZN in a strictly military sense. One was the series of
agreements signed by the Prime Ministers of Australia and New
Zealand in August 1988 which accelerated, widened and deepened
the original CER Agreement consummated five years earlier. At the
1988 signing, the two Prime Ministers asserted that they had
removed ‘virtually all impediments to achieving a single trans-
Tasman market’ and saw the package as an ‘historic achievement’,
building an ‘economic relationship unequalled by any two sovereign
countries’, and heralding ‘a trading environment which, as far as
possible, is unencumbered by Government regulation and
direction’.45

Although the original CER agreement provided for the removal of
virtually all tariffs and quantitative restrictions on goods moving
between Australia and New Zealand by 1 July 1990, the document
contained restraint of trade provisions. As regards Defence, Article
18(a) was particularly relevant at the time of the Strategos Review. It
states:

Provided that such measures are not used as a means of arbitrary
unjustified discrimination or as a disguised restriction on trade in
the area, nothing in this agreement shall preclude the adoption in
either Member State of measures necessary:

—to protect its essential security interests.46

In 1988, Article 18(a) was being used to exclude New Zealand
businesses from access to most Australian defence contracts. If
the article were waived, New Zealand businesses could compete
for Australian contracts as if they were Australian. This degree of
participation, the Australian officials pointed out, would not be confined
to a share of the work flowing from the construction of the ANZAC
ships, but would also extend to other defence contracts, ‘provided
participation in the ANZAC ship project was on an acceptable scale’.
However, if it were not, the then Australian Defence Secretary, Tony
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Ayers said, ‘New Zealand would not even get the contract for the tea
urns’.47

The Review Team therefore assessed the replacement of the
RNZN’s four ageing frigates and whether New Zealand should buy
from Australia, not only from a strategic perspective, but also in terms
of the commercial and political implications involved. Five factors
were consequently considered:

1. That the RNZN’s existing frigates were unsuitable for the strategic
environment and should be replaced;

2. Whether cheaper comparable options were available elsewhere;

3. The costs in terms of the wider trans-Tasman relationship of
purchasing elsewhere;

4. The cost to New Zealand industry of continuing to be cut out of
Australian Defence contracts; and

5. Whether cooperation and interoperability with the ADF was a
desirable strategic objective.48

Ultimately, the Strategos recommendation was that the New
Zealand Government should enter into a contract—with suitable
safeguards, one of which was that a cast iron undertaking be obtained
from Australia that Article 18(a) would not be invoked to exclude New
Zealand businesses from the potential to participate in all Australian
Defence contracts—for the purchase of two ANZAC frigates, with
an option to acquire a further two at a later date. This
recommendation was accepted by the Lange Government; two
ANZAC frigates were ultimately purchased; and the option to acquire
the further two remained in place until the National Government
decided in 1997 to reduce the RNZN’s frigate fleet from four to three
vessels.49 The current New Zealand Clark Government has
subsequently opted for only two frigates supplemented by a range
of multi-role vessels.
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The wariness of New Zealand politicians to be seen to be getting
too close to Australia, particularly in the aftermath of the US/New
Zealand stand-off, came into play during the Strategos Review. On
one of their visits to Canberra, members of the Review Team
identified Paul Dibb as someone they wanted to have further
discussions with about the workings (or non-workings) of the
Australian civilian/defence relationship and the role of the Service
Chiefs in the Australian Defence Force (ADF). At the time, Dibb was
Director of the Joint Intelligence Organisation, and had recently
completed the Dibb Review of Australia’s defence capabilities. He
was consequently extremely high profile and well known in New
Zealand Defence circles, at least by reputation.

To facilitate further discussion with him, he was invited to
Wellington by the Strategos Review Team at its cost, and in due
course his visit was cleared by the Australian Minister for Defence.
Consistent with the earlier discussion between the New Zealand
Minister of Defence and the author, no approvals were sought at the
New Zealand end and the visit was kept ‘low-key’. However, within
almost hours of Dibb’s arrival, the author received a call from the
Prime Minister’s Office to the effect that the Prime Minister wished
to see him. Without needing to be told, it was obvious that the
politicians had heard about the visit; that there were concerns about
it; and that at least some people (without knowing why the meeting
with Dibb had been organised) thought that the Review Team was
‘getting too close to the Australians’. The author’s fallback position
with the Prime Minister—if this became necessary—was that he
had the authority to consult whomsoever he chose; a budget to
match; and that Dibb was going to visit regardless of what the
politicians thought.

None of this was, however, necessary. Lange’s opening remark
was ‘I hear Paul Dibb is coming over’. The reply was to the effect
that: ‘Yes, he’s going to talk to us about his views on the civilian/
military relationship and is spending a few days in New Zealand after
that having a holiday with his family’. That was the end of the matter.
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The incident however provides an insight into two things: first, a
desire to maintain a distance from Australia; and secondly, Lange’s
nature. He had obviously been pressured by some of his colleagues
to find out what was going on, and, if necessary, to issue an
instruction to cancel the Dibb visit. As it was, and because Lange
hated confrontation, all he wanted was to be able to report back that
he had spoken to Quigley about the visit, and it was all ‘okay’.

Matching Objectives, Capabilities and Equipment

While the 1987 White Paper was much more explicit about strategy
and objectives than its predecessors, it still did not specify the exact
capabilities needed to achieve those objectives. If this clarity is not
provided, force structure is shaped sometimes more and sometimes
less adequately by incremental change rather than by changes in
strategic direction. This inevitably leads to a replacement syndrome,
with equipment and capabilities replaced and upgraded without
reference to their appropriateness to a new strategy. The Review
Team therefore developed a model for the defence system as a
whole with four components:

1. Defining defence objectives in the context of overall foreign policy;

2. Identifying capabilities and operational requirements to meet those
objectives in the context of New Zealand’s geography and regional
military capabilities;

3. Allocating sufficient financial resources in order of priority to allow
those tasks to be completed; and

4. Monitoring results against the fulfillment of defence objectives.

This process was also a way of refining objectives into their
component tasks and in turn generating a set of specific
requirements. In a properly functioning defence system this would
be a dynamic process. However, for the purposes of the review, the
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Review Team took a static approach, but used it to generate a view
on a defence structure capable of applying this sequence and of
being monitored.

An assessment of resource management is not simply a record
of the current system and outcomes. Efficiency in resource usage
is about the relationship of inputs to outputs. However the operational
performance of the defence system does not lend itself easily to
measurement by standard accounting or general commercial
yardsticks. Even so, it is essential to be able to relate expenditure
decisions to results in some way. The Review Team’s assessment
was that, at the time of their review, the system did not allow this to
happen.

The objective of the 1987 White Paper was to meet low to medium
level threats that—apart from terrorism—would generally be beyond
New Zealand’s shores. Therefore, to cope with the sort of
contingencies that New Zealand was likely to face, certain capabilities
were required, and force structure, training and military equipment
needed to be tailored accordingly. The Review Team’s assessment
was that there was little or no linkage between them within Defence
at the time of its review.

This conclusion was not arrived at lightly. To get a feel for the
extent of the problem, several related issues were considered. For
example: how the Armed Forces viewed their roles; the implications
of the NZDF preparing for specific threats rather than for a broad
range of contingencies; and how capability and force structure
requirements might be best realigned to meet New Zealand’s needs.
As a starting point, a response was sought from each of the three
Services on how they viewed their roles.

The replies established that the three Services had no shared
cohesive position, no clear definition of priorities, and in some cases
appeared to be attempting to mould the 1987 White Paper to existing
force structures rather than the other way around. Two practical
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examples illustrate the difficulties that the defence system was
experiencing at the time with its capital equipment purchasing
decisions. In response to a specific request to the New Zealand
Army for information on its capacity to meet the objectives of the
White Paper, part of the response was that:

Although not listed in [the list of capability shortfalls] there are major
deficiencies in a range of capabilities that are essential to Army, but
sponsored by other Services. These were addressed and
confirmed in the Defence Review, however, the Services differ as to
their relative priority for acquisition. Redressing these deficiencies
in capabilities is fundamental to the Army as there is little point in
having Army reaction forces optimized for deployment in the
Southwest Pacific if the strategic and tactical air and sea operational
transport capabilities are insufficient for their deployment and
support.50

The New Zealand Army regarded the availability of a suitable
vessel as fundamental to its requirements. However, its problem
was that the initial acquisition, funding and operation of such a ship
was the RNZN ‘s responsibility; and because it was more interested
in progressively replacing its four ageing Leander frigates, the
provision of a logistic support ship was low on its list of priorities.

The second example involved the composition of the New Zealand
Army’s vehicle fleet. In the late 1980s its green (tactical) fleet
comprised some 1,479 vehicles and represented one vehicle for
every four of its personnel. Moreover, the overall NZDF had more
than 3,000 seats available on buses and mini-buses at any one time.
This was sufficient to move all members from one end of the country
to the other every four days. Land Rovers travelled on average only
10,533 km per annum; Unimogs, 6,037 km; and Mercedes Benz
2228s, 10,142 km. Comparable figures for the ‘white’ fleet were:
cars and light commercials, 40,000 km; minibuses, 50,000 km;
trucks, 10,000 km; and buses, 20,000 km. Private sector average
per annum usage at the time was: trucks 50,000 km and buses
70,000 km.
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In terms of the green vehicle fleet:

Given the total lack of reliable data [within defence] it was not
possible objectively to review decisions regarding [its acquisition].
It is difficult therefore, to ascertain how the fleet size and its allocation
was determined, but … the Review Team has grounds for believing
that available monies drove the purchase, not strategic
assessments.51

This assumption was indirectly confirmed during the course of
operation Golden Fleece, which took place in New Zealand towards
the end of the Strategos Review. At that time, it was the largest
combined peacetime exercise carried out in New Zealand and
involved the deployment by the Army of 57 percent of its total green
vehicle fleet excluding those vehicles used by ‘control’ or the ‘enemy’.
As the New Zealand Army did not have the capability to transport
these vehicles overseas at the time, the Review’s somewhat ‘tongue-
in-cheek’ conclusion was that the strategic basis for the exercise
must have been the motorised defence of New Zealand. This was
despite the fact that the 1987 White Paper had specifically ruled out
the possibility of invasion as a credible threat.

Establishing primary, secondary and supplementary
objectives

The Review Team next outlined what it saw as primary, secondary
and supplementary objectives, with primary objectives being those
that were to be accorded top priority in terms of resource allocation.

Primary objectives were defined as:

• Maintaining the security of New Zealand and contributing to the
security of the South Pacific through the twin approach of denial
to hostile elements and assurance to friends in the region. Within
this strategy, the ability to respond in the Pacific with economic
and disaster assistance and to assist, where invited, in countering
small-scale disturbances or incursions—for example hijacking
or other terrorist action—was seen to be of special importance.
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A key capability was the ability to evacuate New Zealand nationals
should this become necessary.

• Maintaining a credible defence relationship with Australia, primarily
through being a significant partner in terms of surveillance and
operational capabilities in the South Pacific.

• UN peacekeeping.

Secondary objectives were based on a presumption of less
favourable circumstances and a greater degree of preparedness
than the strategic environment warranted. They were therefore lower
in the pecking order for resources. The secondary objectives were:

• Maintaining a basis for expansion to meet higher level
contingencies in the South Pacific.

• Maintaining a basis for expansion to meet defence commitments
with Australia—probably in Northern Australia or within its maritime
approaches.

• Meeting ANZUS commitments.

Supplementary objectives were seen as those that could be carried
out without any major incremental change to force structure; that is,
those that could be met from within a structure tailored to meet
primary objectives:

• Playing an active role in the FPDA.

• Having the ability to operate in the Southern Ocean and to provide
logistic support in Antarctica.

• Playing a civil defence role in New Zealand, while not overlooking
the wider resource allocation issue of the marginal cost of using
alternatives.
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It was argued by the Services, in justification of their broad
definition of objectives, that not maintaining skeletal ‘corporate
knowledge’ in some specific areas would mean that future hostilities
would catch New Zealand unprepared as they did in the Second
World War. The Review Team’s reaction to this was, first, that New
Zealand in the late 1980s was not dependent on the survival of the
British Empire, and that the strategic, cultural and political realities
were now quite different. These required a realistic assessment of
the impact of geography; close monitoring of the capabilities of others
in the region; and the development of force structures that were
capable of meeting credible low-level threats alone, and low-to-
medium threats in conjunction with Australia. Secondly, the White
Paper had taken a clear position that, if the need for more extensive
capabilities arose, New Zealand would have sufficient warning time
to respond and would have a variety of options available to it. This
approach underlined the basic thrust of the Strategos Review: that
the situation must be assessed and reviewed constantly to ensure
that the structures and capabilities of the NZDF were appropriate
and adequate for current and evolving strategic circumstances.

In the past, equipment had been procured on the basis of the
range of its application rather than its ability to meet specific
objectives. This was understandable in an alliance context where
there were limits on New Zealand being able to decide precisely
what it might be called on to do. There was also no doubt that some
of the equipment which the Services possessed at the time of the
Review had been acquired because of political rather than military
appeal or priorities. The Review’s conclusions were that equipment
should be acquired because it could deliver a specific capability
arising from consistent and sound defence objectives and from a
regularly updated strategic concept; and that the lives of Service
personnel should not be endangered by having to operate inadequate
or obsolete equipment.

Consistent with this, and following on from its determination of
primary, secondary and supplementary objectives, the Review Team
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developed levels of primary, secondary and supplementary
requirements.52

The primary requirements were:

• To have the intelligence capacity to underpin other requirements;

• To maintain surveillance of New Zealand’s area of direct strategic
interest;

• To be a good neighbour in the South Pacific region;

• To be able to meet low-level military contingencies and to be seen
to have the capability of detecting and deterring any credible
maritime threat;

• To maintain a close and credible defence relationship with
Australia;

• To meet UN peacekeeping commitments.

The secondary requirements were:

• The capacity to deploy an independent force into the South Pacific
or a Joint Force with Australia;

• To have a mine counter-measure capability;

• To be able to deploy in the Southern Ocean and Antarctica.

Supplementary requirements included meeting FPDA and ANZUS
commitments.

Key Factors relating to Requirements

Having an intelligence capability was seen as being fundamental,
because without good intelligence, the point and purpose of New
Zealand policy in the region was negated. An enhanced intelligence
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capability had become even more crucial as a result of the withdrawal
of all but essential US assistance following the ANZUS stand-off.

Similarly, the ability to respond to seaborne threats and to have a
credible maritime strike capability was seen to be crucial. In this
regard, the RNZN’s existing frigates were regarded as unsuitable
for this role as they had limited range, ageing hulls and there were
not enough of them operational at any one time to provide wide
enough coverage. The Review Team therefore recommended that
replacement ships be acquired which were more capable and
custom-built to meet well-defined priorities. The Team also raised
questions about the suitability of the A-4 Skyhawk in the longer-term,
given its age, limited range, cost to operate, and ammunition and
equipment that seemed oriented to areas other than maritime strike.

A counterterrorist capacity was also seen to be essential because
terrorism was regarded as the most likely form of incursion faced
by New Zealand. The knowledge that the country has this capability
is therefore an essential element in meeting credible threats through
deterrence.

The capacity to deploy in the Pacific raised several issues that
required further consideration. While this was in theory the clearest
issue in the White Paper, it was in fact the most complex. This was
because the White Paper did not address two basic questions: the
circumstances in which a military deployment was likely to be made;
and the appropriate structure for such a deployable force. Future
planning therefore required a more detailed analysis of these two
issues. The Review Team’s view was that there were three situations
that needed to be accorded a higher priority than the deployment of
a combat military presence: the aftermath of natural disasters;
terrorists attacks; and the evacuation of New Zealand nationals. To
deploy effectively, even on a small scale, the following were deemed
to be essential:

• Depending on the suitability of facilities at their destination, tactical
air transport to meet civil and military emergencies, with the most
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demanding task likely to be the evacuation of New Zealand
nationals.

• The capacity to deploy the Special Air Service (SAS) and Special
Forces, and their equipment, at short notice.

• Having a logistic support ship.

• Having logistic, medical and engineering elements within the Army,
in particular because of their importance in a disaster relief role.
These requirements again underlined the need for the availability
of a logistic support ship.

• If a large-scale deployment were required, having larger vessels
to provide offshore firepower, a command, control and
communications post and helicopter support services, including
helicopters with a heavy lift capability.

In contrast, although engagement in UN peacekeeping was
regarded as an important role at the time, it was essentially able to
be run off existing capabilities. Given the NZDF’s increasingly active
involvement in this role from the early 1990s onwards, this conclusion
might no longer be appropriate today.

As secondary requirements involved having a basis for a more
substantial deployment, several questions needed to be addressed:
How likely were the contingencies that would require a more
substantial deployment in the South Pacific or Australia? Were there
any conceivable circumstances in which New Zealand would deploy
independently in the South Pacific, other than to evacuate nationals
or to help settle a small-scale civil disorder? What would be the
appropriate force size and unit structures for such a deployment?
Would current unit structures be appropriate for such a deployment?

The Review Team’s conclusions were that, for South Pacific
operations at low level, infantry and logistics were likely to be more
important than armour and artillery. It followed that if there was merit
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in the NZDF specialising in light infantry, there could be significant
associated savings in capital expenditure requirements, training and
deployment costs. Also, the force structure which would be
appropriate if New Zealand were called upon to lend support to
Australia in defence of its sovereignty could not be ignored in planning,
and, because of this, all equipment purchases, training and force
structure decisions would need to be made after a cost/benefit
analysis of interoperability with Australia.

No additional military capabilities were seen to be needed to meet
supplementary requirements, which included the ability: to deploy in
the Southern Ocean; to provide logistic upport in Antarctica; to
engage in FPDA activities; and to fulfil any ANZUS commitments
that might arise.

Implications for Force Structure and Equipment

Although the Review Team acknowledged that all future
contingencies could not be predicted with any precision or certainty,
it was satisfied that some judgements could be made about threats
in the region with some degree of confidence. This enabled it to
express some specific views on force structure and equipment that
were key to its review of Defence in resource management terms.

Force Structure

The Ready Reaction Force (RRF) was regarded as more
appropriate for short to medium-term deployment in the Pacific than
the Integrated Expansion Force (IEF).

The logistic support unit for the IEF/RRF was seen to be a high
priority because of the importance accorded to responding to regional
disaster and the resultant need for logistic rather than combat
functions.

Light infantry was regarded as the key component if the intention
was to deploy into the South Pacific. Even in Australia, a New Zealand
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infantry component could expect armour and artillery support from
the ADF as both countries would probably be operating a combined
force. This suggested that a specialist light infantry role could well
be the most appropriate and cost effective way of backing up a
commitment of this nature.

Given the diversity of potential activities, the Review Team
considered that it might not be appropriate to develop a specialist
light infantry force. Rather, it thought that it was probably more
appropriate to develop a set of light infantry and support units that
would be put together in a relevant force structure to meet whatever
situation might arise.

A three-battalion IEF, which would be critically dependent for its
brigade structure on a Territorial (Reserve) Force, was (in the Review
Team’s view) less appropriate than a two battalion army of regular
troops able to deploy at 100 percent capacity.

Equipment

This analysis enabled areas where there were clear operational
requirements for capabilities, along with others where requirements
were less clear, to be documented. It followed from a consideration
of primary and secondary requirements that there were some areas
which required a full capacity to respond. These were the
counterterrorist force, intelligence, maritime surveillance, the ability
to deploy a battalion group into the South Pacific at short notice, and
the capacity to undertake meaningful disaster relief in the region.

At the other end of the scale were capabilities for events which
were not only unlikely, but which were probably beyond New Zealand’s
capacity to fund given more pressing priorities. These were seen to
include the interception/ground attack role of the air combat force;
structures and equipment for the defence of New Zealand soil; and
the IEF brigade structure of two regular battalions and one of
Territorials.
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In between these extremes were a number of capabilities which
the Review Team suggested should be assessed in more detail.
For example, because it viewed surveillance as more important in
the context of likely threats than strike, one option was not to develop
an air strike capacity to its fullest potential. On the other hand, some
of the capabilities that the Review Team identified as requiring
maximum capacity were—at the time—not fully developed. The full
RRF, for example, could not be transported with any degree of
immediacy or sustained for any length of time within the area of
direct strategic concern. The RRF also had gaps in its
communications capability. It was the Review Team’s view that
priority should therefore be attached to the development of these
types of capabilities.

The Review Team’s approach to defence objectives, capabilities
and equipment was rightly seen as a serious challenge to the ‘balance
force’ concept in vogue at the time. However, as will be demonstrated
later, what was not appreciated by successive politicians and
defence planners, was the importance the Review Team attached
to the need for Annual Defence Assessments which, in contrast
with ‘occasional’ defence reviews, were seen to be an integral
component in establishing priorities.

Changes to the Defence Central Structure

At the time of the Review, there was a regime of top-heavy decision
making within Defence Headquarters, with the perceived need for
control resulting in routine decisions being taken at too high a level.
For example, until shortly before the Review, an application to change
an item of Service dress, such as to increase the number of
handkerchiefs issued to each Service person, had ultimately required
approval from the Secretary of Defence. The concept of central
control also applied within the single Services. Major repairs to Army
vehicles were carried out at the Trentham base just outside
Wellington. This involved considerable cost in shipping vehicles there
from the other three Army bases. As the Strategos Review recorded,
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a driver could be put on report for failing to make a pick-up on time,
‘but there was no accountability for financial or economic
performance’.

Chronic over-staffing was also a problem in Defence
Headquarters, with around 1,450 people working there. This was
approximately 900 in excess of the numbers considered desirable
by the former Secretary and CDS.53

The line between civilian and military had also become blurred.
This applied to the command structure, funding and accountability
systems, policy formulation and implementation, and functional and
organisational responsibilities. As a result, the answer to the question
‘Who manages?’ was uncertain. Because of the twinning of the
civilian and military responsibilities in the structure, or diarchy as it
is commonly called, there was also a blurring of the ‘controlled and
the controllers’ at many levels of the organisation. As well, there
was a lack of definition of what made up the constitutional civilian
control function, with a heavy concentration on justifying requests
for routine management decisions, attending interminable meetings,
ensuring that expenditure was exactly to budget and so forth, rather
than the oversight of the defence system’s capacity to achieve the
New Zealand Government’s policy objectives. Within this
environment, 10 characteristic faults in the way resources were used
were identified—many being a direct result of controls on inputs
imposed by the Treasury. They were:54

• An incentive to spend up to budget because the benefits of
efficiencies and savings could not be captured (at the time) by
decision-makers within ‘Vote: Defence’.

• An excessive degree of centralised authority which inhibited the
development of initiative at lower levels and bogged the centre
down with detail to such an extent that it invariably failed to focus
on the important issues.
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• An inefficient decision-making process, with many requests
passing through three single Service levels and three civilian and
military levels in Defence Headquarters.

• A decision-making process that placed a premium on
compromise. This was particularly the case where there was
pressure on resources, with the tendency to ‘share the pain’
across the three Services rather than to solve the problem in
terms of wider defence objectives.

• A process dominated by the needs of existing structures, with
changes occurring only at the margins. This had the flow-on effect
of creating difficulties in assigning meaningful priorities to major
items of expenditure.

• The absence of adequate information for decision-makers
because proper management information systems were not in
place.

• Control for the sake of control, with the co-coordinating units in
Defence Headquarters having become processors rather than
co-coordinators. This was partly because of the twinning
relationship, but also because the three Services often wanted
to have an input.

• A lack of appreciation that inputs have a cost. Jobs were found
because people were there; most items in store were regarded
as free because they had been paid for in previous years; and
land was used because it was already occupied.

• The blurring of accountability for policy formulation and resource
usage. Because of the overlapping functions of the Secretary
and the CDS, there was no one person responsible for the
management of the total defence structure.

• The absorbing of social costs in a non-transparent manner.
Examples were search and rescue, civil defence, the training of
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the unemployed and the availability of some facilities to the wider
community, often at no charge.

The Review Team’s view of the constitutional requirement for
civilian control was that it should not be by way of duplication of
functions across the organisation, or by routine management of
Defence, although there is a clear role for civilians in the latter area.
Financial responsibilities should only be centralised where they relate
to the oversight of major items, such as the initial development,
replacement or deletion of capabilities. From that point on, financial
decisions should be devolved to line managers.

The structure set up under the 1971 Defence Act encouraged
military views to be defined as defence policy for two main reasons.
The first was that the Ministry of Defence had a near monopoly on
the provision of advice and such advice was heavily influenced both
by the Armed Forces and military personnel within the Ministry. The
second was the absence of a dynamic process of policy formulation
involving skilled civilian input. The inadequacies of the broad policy
framework set by the occasional Defence Reviews were an example
of this and allowed force structure to drive capabilities rather than
the other way round. A further contributing factor was the absence
of accountability because of the inherent difficulty of evaluating
Defence outputs.

The Review challenged the view that only military personnel have
the necessary training and understanding to formulate defence policy.
Its view was that Defence is essentially political in nature as it carries
assumptions and calculations about national interests and as such
is amenable to civilian analysis. The Review Team saw military advice
as a technical means of realising defence policy objectives, but
overlaid with the requirement that civilian input had to be recognised
in certain circumstances (for example, a decision not to permit
damage—during the course of a conflict—to a building of historic or
religious significance, even although that building might be harbouring
opposing combatants).
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In the opinion of the Review Team, defence policy required an
ongoing assessment (under ultimate Ministerial—and hence
parliamentary—control) of objectives based on a strategic concept
of credible contingencies and a clear definition of the capabilities
needed to achieve those objectives. A relationship with foreign policy
was also required since the pursuit of defence interests was seen
as only one of the ways to advance a country’s overall national
interests.

Command responsibilities were seen to be exercised within a
framework of policies and procedures established by governments
and embodied in statute, decisions of Cabinet and Directives from
successive Ministers. The formulation of these policies and
procedures is not a function of command, although it is essential
that the advice and views of the responsible commanders be sought
in the formulation process. Defence policy must therefore be
primarily based on civilian input so that the government has a clear,
non-technical and impartial assessment of its objectives, capabilities
and needs. At the same time, a flow of predominantly military advice
to the government is needed so that the military implications of any
policy moves are clearly understood. An important aspect of this is
input on the military risk attendant upon defence commitments and
decisions on capabilities.

For all of these reasons, the view was that defence policy
objectives and the military capabilities required to achieve them
should be clarified not through occasional Defence Reviews, but
through an ongoing process of evaluation. This was seen to be
particularly important from a resource management point of view,
as it would enable accountability to be clearly established. It followed
from this that the process should focus on NZDF-wide requirements,
not single Service positions.

It was acknowledged that esprit de corps is important in developing
effective defence forces and that single service traditions are an
important aspect of this. Pride in one’s service enhances combat
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effectiveness at the level of the individual, but if that single service
identification becomes rivalry or results in spending decisions based
on a determination to utilise the full extent of a budget allocation
regardless of other NZDF priorities, it can undermine combat
effectiveness by distorting the decision-making process. This was
the situation that applied at the time of the Strategos Review.

The Review Team’s conclusions, taking the long list of problems
and the special characteristics of defence into account, were that
the resource faults within the system could not be overcome without
a process of substantial integrated reform. It therefore
recommended:

• The reorganisation of Defence Headquarters;

• Decision-making based on defence-wide rather than single
Service thinking;

• The rationalisation of locations;

• The introduction of proper financial management information
systems; and

• The creation of an environment that imbues the whole Defence
system with an understanding that cost is not just a function of
the purchase price of goods, but that labour, existing goods, land,
buildings and money also carry a cost.

Proposed Solutions

The Abolition of the Defence Council

A key recommendation was to abolish the Defence Council. This
was designed to achieve a number of things: to elevate the status of
the CDS, with that position to be renamed Chief of Defence Force
(CDF); to establish a clear chain of command; to encourage NZDF
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thinking; and to create a clear management function. It was also
designed to strengthen the position of the Minister in the area of
policy formulation on the basis that the channels of communication
to the person holding that office should be clearly through the
Secretary of the Ministry on the one hand and the CDF on the other.

There were flow-on consequences. The position of the Chiefs of
Staff was also affected. Their policy advice function was now to be
through the CDF although they would have an ongoing advisory role
through the Chiefs of Staff Committee. It was envisaged that that
body would be expanded to include a Deputy or Vice Chief of Defence
Force (VCDF) who would in the future be of equal rank to the three
Chiefs. The Chiefs in turn would exercise command of their individual
Services, subject to the overall command of the CDF. The CDF
would exercise operational command in the manner he deemed
appropriate. This might involve direct command of deployed forces,
command through designated or ad hoc headquarters, or through
existing single Service Headquarters. This was seen to be in line
with the principle of unity of command and to allow for flexibility to
meet credible contingencies likely to require NZDF, joint force or
combined force activities.

In resource management and accountability terms, the Chiefs
were to have financial authority devolved to them and therefore
greater administrative control than previously over their Services. In
addition, they would have a vital role in the overall NZDF, with each
being the commander of one of the component Services and
consequently—it was hoped—encouraged to regard their single
Service as part of a much wider defence system. As an incentive
for them to think and act this way, the Review recommended that
this requirement should be included as part of their terms and
conditions of service and that staff appointments should ensure that
future leaders of the NZDF should have a sound awareness and
background in total defence policy and performance rather than being
mere representatives or agents of their individual Services.
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The creation of two Legal Entities

Another recommendation involved the total Defence organisation
being split into the NZDF (which includes both military personnel
and civilian staff) and the Ministry of Defence as two separate legal
entities, with the NZDF so named to encourage the three Services
to think collaboratively. The split was unusual in two respects. First,
it resulted in New Zealand becoming ‘the only country in the world
with two defence departments—one to reflect and one to fight’.55

Secondly, the approach taken with Defence differed from that within
the rest of the New Zealand public sector. While other departments
had also been split along policy and operational lines, these two
functions were generally kept within one agency, or else the policy
function remained within the government sector and the operational
activities were set up in some kind of Crown Entity.56 The issues
faced by the Strategos Review Team were, however, not as
straightforward as they were with other government departments. It
was necessary to marry Defence’s special characteristics with the
output-based management and delivery systems that, by the time
the Review was completed, had become a fundamental part of New
Zealand’s moves to reform its public sector. These systems were
ultimately enshrined in the 1989 Public Finance Act and are designed
to align resource management authority with the people responsible
and accountable for the delivery of goods and services. Although
many other countries have now moved to adopt them, during the
mid to late 1980s New Zealand was unique in this regard.

As mentioned earlier, when the possibility of changing the Defence
decision-making process was under review in the 1960s, one option
considered was the development of a ‘fourth service’ to integrate all
support functions but retain the combat and operational arms under
their single Services. The Review Team saw merit in an approach
that more clearly delineated the policy/management split and defined
the concept of the ‘fourth service’ in the light of the potentially
significant savings that could be captured by ‘commercialising’ those
activities which would not be deployed to an operational environment.
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The ‘fourth service’ concept, although not under that name, is now
an important NZDF resource management practice. The Strategos
Report contains a specific chapter devoted to ‘Reorganising Defence
Support: Commercialisation’57 which includes input from—amongst
others—the then Chief Executive of the UK listed company Serco,
who was flown  out to New Zealand and to complete a sub-
consultant’s report for the Strategos Review Team on ‘facilities
management’.

The rationale for the proposed new structure for Defence was that:

• As far as possible within the Defence context, it separated policy,
which became the prime responsibility of the Ministry of Defence,
from military and administrative tasks.

• In the policy formulation area there was the ability to clarify defence
objectives and to define capabilities on the basis of an agreed
strategic concept.

• The concept of civilian input/control was elevated to one of at
least equal influence with the military aspects of defence policy,
instead of being a process of administrative duplication.

• The policy formulation process allowed all factors (including
political and economic) to be taken into account in accessing
major procurement items.

• The clear definition of management responsibilities allowed those
tasks of a commercial nature to be managed according to
commercial criteria.

• It allowed for a ‘manager’ to be identified.

• It provided channels to establish clear lines of accountability.
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The Policy Formulation Process

The Annual Defence Assessment

The intended policy outcome was the requirement to produce an
Annual Defence Assessment for the Minister of Defence. Although
the Secretary of Defence was seen to be ultimately responsible for
the preparation of this document, it was envisaged that it would be a
joint report by both the Secretary and the CDF and preferably would
contain an agreed view. In preparing the Assessment, views were
to be sought from other relevant departments and interested parties.
The Assessment would:

• Review defence policy on an ongoing basis, analyse changes in
the strategic environment and assess the implications for Force
Development;

• Update capability requirements in the light of the ongoing
assessment of the strategic environment;

• Assess the effectiveness of current capabilities and their
relevance to objectives;

• Assign priorities to expenditure items; and

• Update a rolling Defence Plan.

This process was designed to establish the ‘production contract’
for Defence once the required outputs had been agreed upon. The
next stages would be to assess the required capabilities, allocate
funds to their achievement, and evaluate outputs. The Review Team
envisaged that the Defence Central Organisation should also prepare
a Corporate Plan (in conjunction with the Annual Defence
Assessment) that was closely related to the capability objectives
defined in that report. It should set out aims, objectives, and
measurable targets.
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Once the Annual Defence Assessment had been produced, the
next step would be to develop the capabilities required to carry out
the objectives set out in that report. It was also envisaged that the
allocation of funds required to meet those capabilities should also
be determined at the centre as this exercise was a major investment
decision which would set force structure in the long term. The Review
Team saw it as essential that such decisions incorporated more
than just a ‘military’ view; reflected a civilian assessment of defence
policy; and were subject to political validation. These issues were
consequently not ones that should be left to the decision of the CDS
or the single Service Chiefs. One proposed role of the CDS was to
bring forward the perceived military requirements to achieve the
capabilities set out in the Annual Defence Assessment. The
Secretary of Defence would respond to the CDS’s view and raise
any other relevant issues. During the course of this process, the
evaluation of priorities would also take place and resource constraints
would be a crucial determinant.

In a situation where resources available to Defence were either
static or declining, the allocation of priorities to major equipment
purchases and/or the development of capabilities was viewed as
essential. Previously, the allocation of priorities had been based on
two main considerations: first, on the level of capability required to
provide a credible contribution to an allied force (i.e. the amount
required to ‘pay our way’); and secondly, on the maintenance of a
skeletal capacity as a basis for expansion. In particular, this hinged
on retaining a range of skills which could be built on if the need
arose.

Although the Review Team saw nothing illogical in this approach
in an historical context, what had changed by the time of their review
was the requirement to provide some capability for independent
action; and the extent to which the needs of Defence were likely to
be given priority in the current social and economic environment.
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The assessment of priorities was seen to be an ongoing part of
the preparation of the Annual Defence Assessment, comprising a
mixture of military and civilian input. This would involve an ongoing
assessment of defence policy and military advice, with the starting
point for the Assessment being the strategic concept—the ability to
meet credible contingencies determined by regional military
capabilities. In the view of the Review Team, the provision of Forces
to meet credible contingencies had to be accorded the highest
priority. A Defence-wide assessment of probabilities should then be
attached to each potential threat. In New Zealand’s case, the need
to meet civil emergency in the South Pacific was highly probable.
By contrast, the need to prepare for invasion was highly improbable.
This would provide a basis for giving higher priority to units likely to
meet low-intensity conflict rather than those required for medium
conflict.

Although the Review Team did not attempt to establish a specific
priority ranking as part of its report, it regarded the determination of
priorities as an essential part of the process and suggested some
key issues that should be taken into account. For example, it saw
the Annual Defence Assessment process as a means of avoiding
the time-lags associated with occasional Defence Reviews and as
a way to ‘ensure priorities are established and minimise the risk of
failing to recognise or adapt to an emerging threat or to a change in
New Zealand foreign policy’.58 A flow-on consequence of this
methodology is that priorities should be attached to capabilities rather
than equipment. In other words, the recommendation was that
rankings should attach to likely tasks and that probabilities and
capabilities should then be matched to determine what should be
fully capable and what was required in skeletal form.

As well as meeting the requirement to separate policy from
operations and administration, the Review Team saw further benefits
from the approach to policy formulation that it recommended. It
allowed for an appropriate response to strategic circumstances by
the constant updating of objectives and capabilities, and provided a
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mechanism for the development of modern equipment and facilities
on a rolling basis. It allowed the NZDF to evolve through the process
of military management and the acceptance of flexible resource
allocation. It more clearly defined the functions of the military and
civilian components within Defence by clarifying ‘defence policy’ on
the one hand and ‘military advice’ on the other. Finally, it was designed
to shrink an over-staffed and expensive central Defence
establishment.

The Review Team saw the Secretary of Defence as having the
dual roles of principal civilian defence advisor to the New Zealand
Government and the main adviser on defence policy. It was envisaged
that the position would have far greater control over defence policy
than previously by presiding over an organisation that defined the
strategic concept and the capabilities that the NZDF required.
Furthermore, by being in overall charge of programs and budgets
(although it was envisaged that financial responsibility for the NZDF
would be devolved through the CDF), the Secretary of Defence would
have more influence over resource usage and allocations than
previously, and time to engage more fully in the challenges of security,
strategic analysis, force development and overall budgeting control.

The Review Team attached particular importance to the Ministry‘s
audit role. It consequently recommended that it should have a
statutory right of access to all relevant information and facilities, and
the following responsibilities:

• To review and report independently to the Minister on existing
capabilities in the light of the requirements arising from the defence
objectives and the strategic concept as identified within the
Ministry’s Policy Directorate;

• To provide an ongoing assessment of resource use, specifically
in the context of delivery of capabilities in priority order; and

• To gather information and to audit the effectiveness of military
performance.
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The Review Team was aware that there were likely to be problems
in assessing effective resource management usage because
military output can only be measured partially in physical terms. For
example, it is relatively easy to determine whether a frigate or an
army battalion or a squadron of aircraft is available; but what is
subjective is the judgment as to whether that particular force element
is operationally capable of achieving its specified objectives. As a
result, two processes were seen to be needed to assess effective
usage of resources within Defence: the first involved the regular
assessment of the allocation of inputs in line with the traditional
concept of audit; and the second required an evaluation of whether
the outputs (i.e. capabilities) were appropriate for the operational
tasks envisaged within the policy framework. This is the so-called
military ‘Inspector-General’ function, which is charged with assessing
the operational effectiveness of military units and relating this to policy
objectives.

Despite strong (and ongoing) objections from the military, there
were basically two reasons why the Review Team recommended
that the overall audit function should be located within the Ministry of
Defence. The first was because the work involved an assessment
of the actual state of capabilities. For this reason, it was significant
to the preparation of the Annual Defence Assessment. The second
reason was the need to separate the actual evaluation process from
the provision of the capabilities that were being assessed.



CHAPTER 6

REACTION TO THE REPORT

On receipt of the Report in early December 1988, the New Zealand
Government adopted its findings ‘as a valuable basis for reform’
and in March 1989—when the Report was publicly released—
announced that there would be ‘no unnecessary delays’ in bringing
about substantial changes in the existing Ministry of Defence.

However, prior to a new Defence Act coming into force on 1 April
1990, there was vigorous debate about the positive and negative
aspects of the Report. Part of this debate was uninformed for the
simple reason that, after the Review Team had reported, there was
limited opportunity provided for its members to meet with the key
Ministers who were considering the Report or with the officials who
were advising Ministers on its contents.59 As a result, a number of
problems arose later which could have been avoided if there had
been more opportunity to explain the rationale for some of the
Report’s more controversial recommendations and the subtle
nuances behind a number of them.

The New Zealand Government’s distain for policy advice was
however typical of the way it operated at the time. It had come into
office in 1984 intent on reform and had been rewarded by the electors
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in 1987 by being reelected with an increased majority. Many of those
who voted for it on that occasion did so not because they were Labour
supporters but because the government had had the courage to
take tough but necessary decisions. This level of support encouraged
a degree of arrogance to develop within the Cabinet. One of the
results was that it came to view policy as its exclusive domain. It
was also encouraged in this approach by the inordinate suspicion it
held for some of its departmental officials, particularly in areas like
Defence:

For nine years these bureaucrats were seen to have been advising
on the failed policies of the previous government. There was a
widespread sense within the government—almost a 1935
feeling—that the former things had to be swept away, that this was
the start of a new era. … Repeated statements stressed that
management—not advice—was the job of the public service.
Indeed, the State Sector Act went through several drafts with
management defined as the sole duty of the CEO. Only at the last
minute was policy advice included.60

By late 1989, the government was well advanced with its plans
to introduce amending defence legislation and, in answer to a
Parliamentary Question on 10 October 1989, the Minister of Defence,
the Rt. Hon. R.J. Tizard said that the reorganisation of the Defence
central structure into two separate organisations would proceed;
the Defence Council was to be abolished; an Annual Defence
Assessment would be produced by the Secretary after consultation
with the CDS; defence objectives would be placed in priority
categories; the government would proceed with the purchase of the
two ANZAC ships with an option to purchase a further two; and that
apart from government action, where feasible, the Secretary of
Defence and the CDS were to proceed to implement the reforms
recommended in the Resource Management Review.

The Minister added that a draft Defence Bill was in process to
give effect to this reorganisation and that, in the interim, the
government had directed the Secretary of Defence and the CDS to
implement administratively the separation of the Ministry of Defence
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to the extent legally possible. A Bill to replace the 1971 Defence Act
was introduced in Parliament on 17 October 1989 and, as from 1
November 1989, the new Ministry of Defence and the NZDF started
to operate as administratively separate entities.

Submissions on the Defence Bill of 1989

By March 1990 the Defence Bill had progressed through most of its
parliamentary stages on the way to coming into force on 1 April 1990.
It had attracted only 3 oral and 6 written submissions, basically
because the government had stated that it was going to implement
the general thrust of the Strategos Report and had, in any event,
already implemented many of them administratively. Most of the
submissions were from former military and Defence personnel and
were uniformly unsupportive of the structural arrangements proposed
in the Bill for the reorganisation of Defence administration. The two
most contentious features that received attention were the
relationship between the CDF and the Secretary of Defence and
the abolition of the Defence Council.

The most comprehensive submission came from Denis McLean,
who had been Secretary of Defence for nine years until he retired in
December 1988, and was subsequently New Zealand’s Ambassador
in the United States during the 1991–94 period. McLean was in
Canberra as a Visiting Fellow at the Australian National University’s
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre when he prepared his
submission on the Bill.

McLean is a graduate of Victoria and Oxford Universities, has
had extensive experience in foreign affairs and defence, and is a
straightforward, well-read, intelligent person. David Lange described
him as ‘patrician in appearance, stamped with all the niceties of
scholarship and manners’,61 but tried—unsuccessfully—to shift him
from his position as Secretary of Defence because he considered
McLean was opposed to the New Zealand Government’s nuclear-
free policy.
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McLean was the main point of contact on the civilian side of the
Ministry during the Strategos Review and, after considerable debate
with the author, said—on the eve of the Review’s reporting date—
that he now supported the proposed split of the Ministry of Defence
into two separate entities, and was sorry he ‘was not going to be
there to implement the Report’. However, within days he had changed
his mind. The author’s response—which with the benefit of hindsight
was somewhat intemperate and uncalled for—was to write to
McLean and reverse the quotation by the English novelist Edward
George Bulwer Lytton (1803–73) who wrote for the first time in 1839
that ‘Beneath the rule of men entirely great, the pen is mightier than
the sword’. The author’s comment to McLean was that his change
of heart only went to prove that ‘the sword is in fact mightier than the
pen’.

In the concluding section of his submission, McLean wrote:

The Bill mixes command and management. In attempting to make
the management responsibilities of the Secretary more explicit it
enshrines civil-military separation. … Apartheid does nothing to
facilitate understanding—or the formulation of realistic policy based
on the interests of all concerned.

He was however more supportive of other aspects of the Bill:

Useful and necessary new command responsibilities are conferred
on the position now properly re-designated Chief of Defence Force.
A joint force structure is created. … It was necessary to achieve
wide devolution of the Secretary’s traditional financial and
management responsibilities. This has not been possible until
the recent revision of the rules of state sector management. These
provisions should have been tighter to establish the role of the
Chiefs of Staff more clearly in relation to training and preparation of
their forces, rather than command.62

The reaction of the opposition National Party to the Bill was to
undertake to revert to the Defence Council structure once it was
back in government and to introduce civilian/military contestability
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at a much lower level within the overall Defence organisation.63 It did
neither of these things when it was re-elected at the end of 1990.

Problems in implementing the new Defence structure

There were a number of problems with the new Defence structure
once it became operative. Some arose because key Strategos
recommendations were either disregarded or were not incorporated
in the legislation as the Review Team intended. Others involved
personality clashes and/or resistance to change.

Following McLean’s retirement, Dr Basil Walker, a scientist with
a penchant for detail, took over as Secretary of Defence in December
1988. His counterpart on the military side was General John Mace.
With the new Secretary in place, the working relationship between
him and the military was far from happy as a subsequent CDF, Vice-
Admiral Sir Somerford Teagle, has described:

We perhaps perceived him as wanting to reform regardless of
what the outputs were. He perceived us as a bunch of extremely
conservative people who would resist change in any form. We all
talked past each other in one way or another.64

Another point of view expressed by a senior civilian in the Ministry
was however much closer to the underlying problem within the
relationship. It is that the then Secretary was disliked intensely
because of his requirement to put into effect what he saw as the
government’s intentions from the Quigley Review. ‘Those intentions
weren’t resting very easily on the Defence Force’.65

One serious defect—which seems petty in retrospect, but was a
real issue in the confrontational climate within Defence at the time—
was the legislation’s failure to provide the Ministry with an adequate
mandate to obtain the requisite information from the NZDF. Although
a late provision was added into the Bill requiring the Secretary and
the CDF to consult with each other ‘on any advice on any major
matter of defence policy that is to be given by either to the Minister’,
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the Ministry had no statutory lever that obliged the NZDF to hand
over the information it needed to perform some of its key functions.
This situation was contrary to the decision of the Cabinet Policy
Committee in 1989 leading to the legislation. Professor Matthew
Palmer described the issues involved in his legal analysis in 2002 of
New Zealand Defence legislation:

The Ministry’s advice on policy and purchase decisions, as well as
its ability to review, can only be as good as the information base it
has to work from. In situations where operational incentives exist to
skew such decisions, NZDF can be expected to have a natural
reluctance to disclose information. Such a relationship can be
characterised as a bilateral bargaining game, and cannot be
expected to work unless both organisations have institutionally
equivalent powers and need each other to succeed (and it may not
work very well even then). This condition does not appear to be
satisfied under the current legislation.66

The strained relationship at the top levels continued and had
deteriorated to such a point that, in October 1989, a Defence
Consultative Committee was established in order to provide a forum
for the two heads to meet. However, early in 1990, Dr Walker moved
on from Defence to head up another Ministry67—which better suited
his background and style—and a State Services Commissioner,
David Swallow, came in as Acting Secretary of Defence and stayed
for eight months. Swallow was widely experienced in the public sector
machinery of government issues and had been clearly sent over to
Defence ‘to sort it out’. In reality, he fared little better than his
predecessor, with the ongoing dispute over the Ministry’s new audit
and assessment role in particular running ‘deep and hot’ between
he and General Mace. Of all the issues ‘openly’ contested by the
military, this was the most bitterly fought. It was the Ministry’s
requirement ‘to gather information and to audit the effectiveness of
military performance’ that infuriated the military. As one senior officer
put it: ‘The idea that the Secretary should presume to have some
form of performance auditing task—that really was a shaft in the
back’.68 However, in adopting this stance, the military’s focus was
on pride rather than practicalities.
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Audits can often be taxing in any organisation, but with Defence
they can be guaranteed to be so. The military saw the evaluation of
‘any function, task or responsibility of the NZDF’ by the Ministry as
implying that unlike any other government agency, the NZDF was
not to be trusted to carry out its own audits and assessments.
Unfortunately, much of the conflict between the Ministry and the NZDF
in this area was a result of a misunderstanding of what the audit
function was designed to achieve. Gerald Hensley, who became
Secretary of Defence in September 1991, understood this and is on
record that he believed ‘output evaluations represented the core of
what the Quigley Review originally intended of the audit and
assessment function, but the way in which the two organisations
were set up made it impossible to achieve for nearly a decade’.69

One factor which had contributed to the tension over audits was
the inexperience of some of the Ministry’s staff. There were, for
example, early attempts by unqualified civilian auditors to evaluate
professional military standards for battlefield performance and the
training required to achieve professional standards. This reinforced
the perception of mistrust. The potential for this sort of problem to
arise if the Ministry employed insufficiently qualified and experienced
people had been recognised by the Strategos Review Team. It had
pointed out that appropriately qualified personnel were needed, who
‘would probably be predominantly civilians [but that] it would also be
important for military personnel to be included’. The Report also
specifically commented on the shallowness of the New Zealand
labour market:

We realise that the kinds of human resources needed for the
Ministry are in short supply in New Zealand. We therefore
recommend making the various job packages attractive to the
calibre of people required. The work itself [will] be interesting and
intellectually stimulating, but the kind of excellence which is
required should not be sought on the cheap.70

Unfortunately, this advice was disregarded because of financial
constraints. Partly as a result, the audit issue simmered on until it
was eventually referred to the Minister of Defence in August 1990
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for resolution. The outcome was a Memorandum of Understanding
which was subsequently amended several times. It provided that
the primary objective of the Ministry’s audit and assessment function
would be to assess the effectiveness of the management of human
and material resources and to recommend how this could be
improved. Evaluation of the professional military competence and
effectiveness of NZDF personnel and units were to remain the
preserve of the CDF. Although this Directive is still in force, it was
observed in September 2002 that the NZDF performance
measurement systems had not yet developed assessments of
professional achievements and standards to the level necessary
for full quality assurance.71 This suggests that—despite views to
the contrary—‘professional military judgment’ may not yet be
completely infallible!

A further factor in the dysfunctional relationship was the relatively
short duration of the appointments of Walker, Swallow, and Swallow’s
successor, Harold Titter, to the position of Secretary or Acting
Secretary of Defence. There is a strong presumption that, during
this time, the military had decided to ‘see them off’.

Titter was a private sector management specialist, who had earlier
been appointed by the government to straighten out the finances of
the Auckland Hospital Board. He had wide experience as a director
of a number of publicly listed companies; was sympathetic to the
NZDF’s outlook; and was keen to understand its concerns. As a
result, he eventually became well respected by the military. However,
because his appointment was short-term and known to be so, he
had insufficient time as Secretary to overcome completely the deeply
suspicious and difficult relationship that he had inherited. An
indication, of just how bad that was, is illustrated by the following:

Relations between the CDF and the Secretary were of the most
formal kind. They rarely met and had only formal arrangements to
meet with tape recorders and note takers. In my judgment and, I
think in other people’s, it had a bad effect on the Ministry’s ability to
do its work.72
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Titter’s appointment arose because of a dispute between the
SSC—which had hitherto been regarded as the independent body
responsible for most senior public sector appointments—and the
government over Hensley’s suitability for the position of Secretary
of Defence. In late February or early March 1990, the Commission
approached Hensley, who was at that time on a year’s Fellowship
at the Harvard Center for International Affairs, and asked him if he
was available for the position of Secretary of Defence. His answer
was ‘yes’, and he agreed to come back to New Zealand at the
beginning of May for an interview. In due course, Hensley—who was
ideally suited for the job—was duly nominated for the Secretary’s
position by the SSC and the matter was referred to the relevant
Cabinet committee. Hensley had heard rumours on his way back to
New Zealand that his appointment was likely to face some political
opposition and, consistent with this, the government declined to
appoint him as it was entitled to do under the provisions of Section
35 of the State Sector Act 1988. However, if the government wished
to direct the Commissioner to appoint another person, the Act
required it (acting through the Governor-General in Council) to do
so by publishing a notice in the Gazette. For one reason or another,
the government tried to deal with the matter privately, and simply
asked the Commissioner to try again. The fact that this was contrary
to the provisions of the statute was pointed out to the government
by Hensley’s lawyer and ‘ended the attempt at a pocket veto’.73

Geoffrey Palmer was Prime Minister at the time and Helen Clark,
New Zealand’s current Prime Minister, was his deputy. Clark was
chair of the Cabinet committee on the day Hensley’s nomination
was considered and is thought to have been the driving force behind
the opposition to his appointment, although some other Labour
caucus members were also opposed to him because he was
thought to be too pro-American. Whoever may or may not have been
involved, respected Wellington journalist Ian Templeton later
commented in the publication Trans Tasman that this was the first
shot by Clark in her campaign to replace Geoffrey Palmer (who was
in support of Hensley’s appointment) as Prime Minister.
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The decision to decline Hensley’s nomination was the first public
test of the State Services Act’s appointments process and became
somewhat of a cause celebre which dragged on for some time even
after the National Party was reelected to the government benches
in late 1990.

Two other areas where there were variations from Strategos
recommendations involved the NZDF budget and the Defence
Assessment. In terms of the first, the Review Team’s
recommendation was that the Ministry should be responsible for
both programs and budgets. Although it specifically contemplated
that ‘finance and financial responsibility for the NZDF would be
devolved through CDF,’ it saw the need—as has been stated
previously—for the Secretary of Defence to be engaged more fully
in matters of security, strategic analysis, force development and
overall budgeting control. For these reasons, it contemplated that
the Ministry’s Programme and Budget Directorate would bring
together the total financial package for defence; prepare the Indicative
Defence Resource Plan and the Capital Equipment Plan; allocate
the total budget within the resource constraints determined by the
government so that priorities set by the Ministry’s Policy Directorate
were met; advise the military when priorities could not be met and
why; and develop and maintain a rolling three or five year forward
plan. The rationale for placing all of these functions within the Ministry
was that they incorporated both investment and operating decisions;
were technical advisory roles; and represented the ‘sharp end’ of
civilian control of the military.

The counter-argument relating to the NZDF’s budget was that, if
implemented, the recommendations would leave the CDF with
responsibility for operational Defence outputs, but the Secretary
would determine the NZDF’s resource requirements. This was seen
to run counter to the philosophy of the Public Finance Act 1989 (which
came into force after the Strategos Review Team had completed its
Report), which specified that accountability should lie with the person
delivering the outputs. As CDF, Lieutenant-General Birks, put it to a
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conference on defence management in Wellington on 8–10 June
1998, ‘if the Secretary had the money, who would be accountable if
a military operation went wrong’?74

The issue was resolved in the 1990 Defence Act, with the
operational budget passing to the CDF and the new Ministry of
Defence having responsibility for major capital procurement. To
satisfy the requirements of the Public Finance Act, its provisions
were specified as applying to the NZDF as if it were a government
department. The result, in terms of both Acts, is that now the holder
of the office of CDF in New Zealand has both ‘the guns and the
gold’75—a situation still thought to be unique internationally—and
(despite being contrary to the Strategos Review Team’s
recommendation) widely perceived to be a resounding success. In
the words of Don Hunn, who reported on this and other matters in
2002:

[My] review has found that the management practice adopted in the
1980s aligning resource management and delivery responsibilities
has worked in the case of the CDF and the NZDF. The enhanced
ability of the NZDF to manage these tasks has been one of the
acknowledged success stories within Defence and recognises
that those responsible for operations are best able, and should
have the incentive, to achieve economies and efficiencies. I am
assured by Treasury that in practice this has happened so that
there would need to be a major advantage in terms of effectiveness
and quality to justify changing the current arrangement. Such
advantages are not apparent.76

The second Strategos recommendation not incorporated in the
new Defence Act was the requirement to produce an Annual Defence
Assessment. This was despite the Minister of Defence’s statement
to Parliament in October 1989 that one would be produced annually
by the Secretary of Defence in consultation wit the CDS. What the
Act contains is a requirement to produce a ‘periodic’ assessment.
The changed wording was almost certainly written into the Act
because successive Secretaries of Defence had failed to produce
Assessments in 1989 and 1990. The reason, they would undoubtedly
claim, was because the information needed to complete the task
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had not been forthcoming from the military. The irony is that the
absence of the Assessments had a detrimental effect on the NZDF’s
ability to do its job, as these documents were critical in setting the
policy framework within which it was to work, in formulating its outputs
and in securing its budgetary allocations.

The Ministry’s failure however clearly contributed to the poor
relationship between it and the NZDF and has been described as
‘the most graphic demonstration of this dysfunction’.77 It was only
due to Hensley’s input that the 1991 Assessment78 was completed.
He told the author that he had inherited three draft assessments
starting from 1989 and that all were incomplete. He said that the
1991 Assessment was only finalised after all interested parties had
been instructed to attend a meeting on Good Friday and that the
meeting was going to continue for as long as it took ‘to complete the
job’.79

A further area of contention—but one which was fought in a more
subterranean way—was the belief by some within the military that
the Strategos Review had been politically motivated and that its
recommendations to give the Secretary substantially more authority
over policy by setting up a structure of ‘contestable advice’ were
designed to overcome ‘military capture’. Both suppositions were in
fact correct, although not in the way the military saw them. Vice-
Admiral Sir Somerford Teagle put the military point of view this way:
‘There was no doubt that within the Labour Party there was a deep
and abiding suspicion of the [military] blighters, and that they were
out to subvert the course of democracy’.80

The motivation for the Strategos Review was not ‘to get at
Defence’. The contemplated outcome was to overcome the
organisation’s patent and obvious inability to adjust to necessary
change and to apply modern resource management techniques so
that it could function more effectively and efficiently. The Review
Team in fact went to considerable lengths to build a supportive case
for the NZDF and included a section at the beginning of its report
titled ‘In Defence of Defence’.
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The reality was that the rationale behind the recommendation to
split the Ministry into two legal entities, each with distinct
responsibilities, was much more complex and fundamental than the
military contemplated and was based on the belief that a new
approach and a new structure were required in the areas of both
policy and management/accountability. The real issues, which the
military and others who were critical of the split should have
concentrated on, were whether the concept of ‘contestability’ in policy
advice—which had clearly borne fruit in other areas of government—
could be applied effectively to Defence; and, if it could, whether it
was necessary to split the 1971 style Ministry into two separate
entities as was done. Hensley has argued that, with lives on the line,
it is impossible to produce Defence policy without the professional
and technical knowledge contained in the NZDF.81 The surprising
thing about this comment is that it was actually made at all, because
no sensible person would surely think otherwise. The author certainly
does not, and makes the point that it was never contemplated by
the Review Team—as the numerous references already quoted
attest to—that the military should be excluded from this important
function.





CHAPTER 7

NATIONAL PARTY GOVERNMENTS
AND DEFENCE REFORM

The National Party was reelected towards the end of 1990 and, in
an attempt to convince its friends and allies that it was different from
Labour and serious about defence, it published a White Paper in
1991 (the 1991 Defence Assessment) and conducted a Cabinet
review of defence funding. It also continued the administrative reforms
of Defence. In terms of the latter, because of Hensley’s appointment
as Secretary of Defence, the relationship between the Ministry and
the NZDF improved substantially. Hensley was however critical of
the way the Ministry and the NZDF had been set up in 1989, claiming
it was a costly mistake:

What we have done is to informally put the two organisations back
together but with one big difference. The accountabilities are spelt
out and it is quite clear who is responsible for what. There is no
question of any kind of jointness or vagueness.82

Hensley nevertheless added that the issue of transparency, which
lay behind the decision to split the old Ministry, had not suffered in
the painstaking rebuilding of the working relationship between the
two organisations. Rather, it had been dealt with by a defence planning
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system set up in 1992 and run jointly by the Ministry and the NZDF.
In developing policy and reviewing the capabilities needed to give
effect to that policy, Hensley said that the system ‘builds a chain of
logic from strategy, to task, to capability and finally to the weapons
needed to supply that capability’.83

There were however difficulties with this approach. One was the
new government’s continuation of the previous government’s anti-
nuclear policy. While in Opposition, the National Party had vigorously
opposed the New Zealand Nuclear Free Zone, Disarmament and
Arms Control Bill—which, when passed, enshrined Labour’s anti-
nuclear policy in law—and undertook in its 1987 election manifesto
to ‘repeal those sections of the [Act] which prevent New Zealand
participating in collective efforts to make the world and our region
safer and more secure’.84 However, in the run up to the 1990 election
the policy was viewed by some within the National Party as an election
liability, and was reversed.

Although National’s leader at the time and subsequent Prime
Minister, Jim Bolger, may well argue that there were other reasons
for the party’s policy reversal on this particular issue, the fact is that
the party’s advertising guru, Mike Wall, had convinced the 1990
caucus of the need for change with the line: ‘Do you want to go into
a political campaign with a mushroom cloud on the television screens
and the caption Vote National underneath it?’85

The ‘mushroom cloud’ was the one thing that Bolger thought would
prevent him from becoming Prime Minister; and given Wall’s continual
comments that Labour would produce it every day in every
advertisement during the election campaign, this was enough for
him and the ‘soft underbelly of the National caucus’ to become anti-
nuclear adherents.86

What made matters worse for Bolger and his government, in
terms of international credibility, was their ham-fisted attempt, after
the election, to build domestic support for the repeal of the anti-
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nuclear propulsion provisions of the legislation. In 1991, the New
Zealand Government appointed a high-powered Special Committee
on Nuclear Propulsion to examine the safety aspects of the operation
of nuclear-powered ships and the risks that they might present to
the public by visits to New Zealand ports. The Committee’s key
conclusion in its December 1992 report was that

the presence in New Zealand ports of nuclear-powered vessels of
the navies of the United States and the United Kingdom would be
safe. The likelihood of any damaging emission or discharge of
radio active material from nuclear-powered vessels if in New
Zealand ports is so remote that it can not give rise to any rational
apprehension.87

The Committee also noted that there was a serious lack of
understanding and knowledge, and much misinformation, in the
minds of the public concerning safety and technical issues related
to nuclear-powered vessels. Despite this and the Committee’s key
conclusion, ‘poll politics’ again prevailed and the government caucus
decided not to amend the Act. This decision, together with National’s
earlier reversal of its policy stance, had two significant effects on
US/New Zealand defence relations. The first was to confirm, in the
eyes of the Americans, that New Zealand—even under an allegedly
Conservative government—was still an unreliable ally. Admiral
Crowe, US Commander in Chief Pacific (CINCPAC) from 1983 to
1985 summed up the US attitude towards the National Government
when he said that, while there had been assurances that the policy
would be reversed when the government changed, and it wasn’t,
that didn’t surprise him in the least. ‘I never thought it would’.88 The
second effect was to guarantee the continuation of many of the
sanctions that had been imposed on New Zealand by the United
States following the original ANZUS stand-off.

These sanctions created costs and constraints for New Zealand
by reducing the amount and quality of information available to its
defence planners as they carried out New Zealand’s own security
assessments. As the Assessment noted:
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In the view of our ANZUS partners, full membership [of the alliance]
is not consistent with our anti-nuclear legislation. This effectively
decouples New Zealand from the western alliance. Without full
membership the defence force’s ability to work with Australia, the
United States and others will remain constrained.89

The Assessment acknowledged that, while the impact of this
problem would be lessened if New Zealand were to define its defence
interests purely in terms of the South Pacific, the NZDF’s diminishing
professionalism might encourage Pacific Forum countries to look
more to Australia for their security assistance. It then added that the
problem would be even greater if a national strategy were adopted
which aimed to support distant as well as regional interests.90

In an attempt to overcome these difficulties, the government opted
for a strategy of ‘self-reliance in partnership’ and attempted to ‘build
a minimum credible defence force’. There were problems even with
this approach. This was because all considerations of a defence
strategy for New Zealand have always had to fuse two fundamental
requirements: the need to match the wide geographic spread of the
country’s interests with its small population and fiscal base. Given
that the direct defence of New Zealand’s territory was and still is
viewed as a low priority by both planners and public alike, thinking
had to focus on an indirect strategy based on the defence of the
country’s interests abroad. However, as the Assessment correctly
noted, there was no neat logic to defending these and consequently
little enthusiasm to fund them given competing demands from other
elements of New Zealand’s external policy, such as its diplomatic
establishments and the foreign aid program.

The response by defence planners was an attempt to make
‘clearer sense’ than previously of New Zealand’s huge geographic
ambit by avoiding two separate and uneasily-matched categories:
‘the South Pacific and Beyond’; and also to cope with a sharply
declining NZDF budget. The solution was to replace the two earlier
categories with a perspective that looked progressively outwards
from New Zealand in an attempt to devise appropriate responses to
a spectrum of interests. The starting point was the capability to deal
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with low-level threats to New Zealand, its territorial waters and EEZ;
and, after that, to move out to New Zealand’s maritime environment,
and its common interests with both Australia and its South Pacific
neighbours. Next, the focus was on more distant but no less
important interests in Southeast Asia, Northeast Asia, the Northern
Hemisphere and global peace and security.91

Particularly in terms of its approach to the Southeast and
Northeast Asia regions, the 1991 document was much more
outward-looking than the 1987 White Paper, which had been written
in the aftermath of the ANZUS split. It strongly reaffirmed New
Zealand’s dependence on a stable and secure Asia-Pacific region
and the importance of being able to make a credible contribution to
deterring and, if required, assisting in defeating challenges to regional
stability. These policy imperatives were presented as a significant
determinant of force structure, and a reconfirmation—in contrast
with the Strategos recommendations—of the need for a range of
military capabilities across all three Services. The conclusion was
that New Zealand had a defence force that was reasonably matched
to its strategic position and to the range of external interests it was
intended to support. This was consistent with Hensley’s view that
defence needed to be structured on the basis of an ‘insurance/
balanced force’ approach.

Funding cuts and the 1991 Defence Assessment

Another major difficulty—which finally defeated the logic of the
approach adopted in the 1991 Assessment—was the government’s
approach to defence funding. Contrary to hopes within Defence, the
Cabinet funding review concluded that inflation and technology gaps
would always be a feature of the defence system and could be dealt
with by a combination of measures such as capital injections,
reductions in capabilities or a change in capital expenditure priorities.92

The NZDF was subsequently one of the major financial losers under
the National Government, with cuts to operational and personnel
spending amounting to 19 percent in real terms between 1990 and
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1998.93 This was contrary to the Lange Government’s undertaking
to allow savings generated by the Strategos Review to be reallocated
to higher priorities within defence, and was a major factor in the
progressive decline of the NZDF’s capabilities.

Don McKinnon, Minister of Foreign Affairs in the Bolger and (later)
Shipley Governments, has described in graphic terms the difficulties
that both he and the Minister of Defence faced in dealing with
successive New Zealand Ministers of Finance during the 1990–99
period and, unlike the situation in Australia, the absence of a strong
constituency within Cabinet in support of defence:

Ruth Richardson had taken over the Treasury portfolio [after the
election] and was antagonistic towards defence chiefs. She felt
they were just mouthing the same issues and policies they had
been for twenty years. She saw no sophistication in the way defence
had changed and took some persuading that on issues like
peacekeeping you first needed highly trained soldiers and then
you trained them even better to be a peacekeeper. You were not
looking for low-cost pot-smoking bearded peaceniks waving a
banner labelled ‘peace’. There was a continual downward pressure
on the defence budget and no real recognition of just how expensive
military equipment was and how it played a part in causing us to
pull away from many things we probably could have managed a
whole lot better. … When Bill Birch became Treasurer it was even
worse … and became even more embarrassing as we moved into
the Bougainville issue.94

Even by the time the 1991 Defence Assessment was written,
funding was starting to become a problem, with that document
recording that ‘the consistency in planning and funding which is the
pre-requisite to efficiency, still eludes us’.95 The Assessment went
on to note that consideration would have to be given to adjusting or
eliminating capabilities which contributed least to priority defence
tasks. As a result, a series of reviews followed to explore this
possibility, ranging from air combat to self-defence for naval and
land forces.

While these reviews were underway, consideration was given to
the development of even closer defence relations with Australia. The
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1991 Defence Assessment emphasised the importance of the trans-
Tasman relationship by acknowledging a commonality of interest
between Australia and New Zealand that was reflected in their
approach to collective security. The document however recorded
that this did not mean that the two counties were ‘a complete
strategic entity’, as neither wanted the relationship to be the dominant
determinant of force structure. This reluctance, which has been an
ongoing feature of the trans-Tasman connection, resurfaced when
the possibility of further defence cooperation, to the extent both sides
of the special trans-Tasman relationship were fiscally pressed, was
raised by the Australian Minister for Defence, Senator Ray and CDF
General Gration. Ray suggested that Australia could take over certain
responsibilities from New Zealand exclusively, and that New Zealand
could cover one or two of Australia’s major capability areas.96 Gration
went even further, arguing that the logic of further cooperation was
inescapable:

Given the costs of modern military forces and the constrained
defence funds likely to be available to both countries, it seems
clear that both countries will have to be selective in the capabilities
they can maintain in their forces. As priorities must be set, it seems
sensible that both countries not only cooperate more closely in
matters such as training and logistic support, but also develop
their force structures to be complementary to a greater degree
than in the past.97

In the end, despite Australia and New Zealand entering into the
formal CDR Agreement in 1991 and the stated intentions of the Bolger
Government to rehabilitate New Zealand defence in the eyes of the
international community, the National Party was still unable to
establish a clear support base within the New Zealand electorate for
more money for the NZDF or support for a particular set of military
capabilities. As a result, and in the face of continuing cuts in NZDF
spending, the CDF and the Secretary of Defence reported to the
government in March 1996 that current NZDF activities could not be
sustained and that either a review of funding or significant cuts to
military capability were required. Doing nothing was not an option,
they informed the government. This advice formed the basis for a
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subsequent Defence Assessment and the 1997 Defence White
Paper.

The 1997 Defence White Paper: The case for more
money for Defence

The overall theme of the 1997 White Paper98 was ‘continuity and
reconfirmation’ and its conclusion was that the NZDF’s existing
structural framework was still appropriate. Existing policy was also
deemed to be appropriate. In what later turned out to be one of
Bolger’s more bizarre and, as events turned out, incorrect statements,
he recorded in the Foreword to the White Paper that, in setting the
terms of reference for the Defence Assessment which formed the
basis for the White Paper, the Cabinet had directed officials to develop
investment proposals that matched fiscal realities; and that it wanted
to find the right level of funding for defence ‘that would ensure that
not only is its investment in people and equipment sufficient to
maintain professional military standards but that it would be
supportable by successive governments over the longer term’.99

The 1997 Assessment had already spelt out how the NZDF had
been sharply affected by a series of funding cuts in real terms since
1991; and in a briefing paper for the Minister of Defence100 designed
to provide a comparative analysis of the six force structure options
developed in the Assessment, it was recorded that all of them would
result in a requirement for a funding increase in the near term that
would be difficult for the government to accommodate.101

The six options were based on an approach designed to identify
essential and variable NZDF force structure elements. The variables
were recorded as:

• The size of the naval combat force, with variations based on two,
three and four frigates;

• The continuation or elimination of the air combat capability;
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• The number and size of the regular force infantry battalions; and

• Some variation to the size of the airlift and utility helicopter fleet.

These options are better illustrated as follows:

  Variables Option A  Option C1 Option C2  Option C3 Option C4 Option D

     Naval        4 Frigates  3 Frigates 2 Frigates  2 Frigates 3 Frigates 2 Frigates
    Combat
     Force

       Air Retained  Eliminated   Retained  Eliminated  Retained Eliminated
    Combat
     Force

     Infantry 2 with 4   2 with 3   2 with 3   3 with 3   2 with 3   2 with 3
    Battalions    rifle      rifle      rifle       rifle     rifle     rifle

                   companies companies companies  companies companies companies
(deployable
   brigade)

In the event, and in an obvious attempt to maintain a balanced
force approach, the Cabinet chose a mix of capabilities, effectively
Option C4, plus four rifle companies in each of two battalions. The
decision was significant in two particular respects. First, it
represented a policy change by reducing the Naval Combat Force
from four to three frigates and hence was final confirmation that the
option—negotiated by the Lange Government—to purchase two
additional ANZAC frigates from Australia was at an end. Secondly, it
confirmed the continuing existence of the air combat capability. The
latter had been the subject of ongoing questioning for a number of
years. For example, the Strategos Report recorded:

Equipping the aircraft and training pilots for this role is expensive,
and jet aircraft are one of the fastest growing cost of military
technology. Like the frigates, the A4 replacement will be expensive.
Thus its replacement may well be an aircraft capable of usefully
performing a joint maritime surveillance/maritime strike role at a
less technologically sophisticated level than is currently
contemplated and at a lesser cost.102
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However, the White Paper concluded that the current fleet of A-4
Skyhawk fighters would provide an effective platform for their key
roles of support for land forces and anti-ship missions well into the
next decade. Because of this, they were not scheduled for
replacement until the period 2007 to 2011.

By 1998 it had again become apparent that the NZDF funding
regime was inadequate and that further capital injections were
required. The NZDF’s difficulties were compounded by a decline in
the value of the New Zealand dollar (which had by then been largely
responsible for a 27 percent increase in the cost of the 1997 20-
year capital estimate) and by government instructions that the NZDF
was to remain within 1997 funding guidelines. The result was a
reprioritisation of all projects in November 1998 to arrive at a list of
high priority projects that could be financed within the guidelines.
Projects categorised as Priority 1 were deemed ‘fundamental to
restoring the capabilities of front line force elements’ and included
armoured vehicles, replacing combat aircraft and the C130s, and a
third frigate. Twenty-seven projects dropped below the indicative
funding level and were placed in categories Priority 2 to 5. Many
were however said to be more critical, but there was currently no
funding for them.103

The inclusion of—in particular—the combat aircraft and a third
frigate in the Priority 1 list, when they had been outside the 5-year
window identified for high priority projects 12 months earlier, was
made clear shortly afterwards.

On 30 November 1998 a revised 10-year capital plan was
presented to the Cabinet, together with other papers. One was for
the acquisition of 28 near new F-16 aircraft from the United States
to replace the Skyhawk fleet. This was accepted. Another was for
the acquisition of a third ANZAC frigate from Australia which was
declined. In a demonstration of fiscal unreality, the Cabinet also
agreed to ‘maintain the funding envelope as set out in the 1997
Defence White Paper’.104
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These decisions had wide-ranging political implications as they
demonstrated to the non-government political parties in Parliament
that—contrary to the Prime Minister’s statements in the Foreword
to the White Paper—the government was still not committed to
developing ‘investment proposals that matched fiscal realities’ or to
a structural framework for defence that ‘would be supportable by
successive governments over the longer term’.

Increased overseas deployments to reestablish the
NZDF’s international credibility

What compounded the impact of NZDF funding cuts was the
government’s decision early in the 1990s—at the behest of Foreign
Minister Don McKinnon—to ‘re-earn [New Zealand’s] stripes
internationally’ by increasing the number of overseas deployments.105

The objective was admirable. It was designed to dispel some of the
unfavourable odour that had prevailed amongst the Armed Forces
from the Vietnam War through to the anti-nuclear stand-off and to
provide the substantial number of senior officers in the NZDF, who
had never fired a shot in anger, with some real-world military
experience. McKinnon was also concerned about the possibility, in
the post-ANZUS environment, of New Zealand being dominated by
Australia. He was convinced that New Zealand’s exit had given
Australia an extra edge and clear superiority over New Zealand, and
that this had not been properly understood by the Lange Government,
McKinnon’s National Party caucus colleagues or the New Zealand
public:

They [the Australians] had all this information, the sustained
linkages, the inside track and broad relationship with the United
States. We were the little kid across the way who had slammed the
door in our own face. No one else had the opportunity that we and
Australia had of sitting in such a way with the US. It was totally
envied by everyone then, and those two days at the ANZUS meetings
would be even more so today. The Australians were not unhappy
that we were not going to be at the ANZUS table; and as I have said
many times, instead of being a junior partner to the Australian military
we become a subservient partner.106
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To overcome this perceived ‘subservience’, McKinnon wanted
New Zealand’s military professionals to come to the table when they
met with the Australians ‘with far more hands-on experience from
having been sent everywhere’.107 The result was that, over the
National Government’s period in office, NZDF troops and specialist
de-miners were deployed around the world to places like Bosnia,
Bougainville, Cambodia, Croatia, Haiti, Kuwait, Laos, Mozambique,
Pakistan, Rwanda, Somalia, the Gulf and East Timor.

The intention behind these deployments subsequently bore fruit
when the NZDF performed with distinction in East Timor. However,
there were also downsides, particularly as a result of the rundown
in NZDF finances. This meant that equipment was often inadequate,
as the deployment in Bosnia showed:

[Bosnia was] a very rude shock. We learned quickly, or had it affirmed
that the world had changed post the Cold War and that the Army’s
kit was time-expired junk. The Army was having to take unacceptable
risks with its ill-equipped people. We also learnt that nobody [back
home] seemed to want to know.108



CHAPTER 8

DEFENCE BEYOND 2000 REPORTS

It was against the background to the National Government’s adoption
of Labour’s anti-nuclear policy; its largely unsuccessful attempts to
overcome the NZDF’s loss of contact with the US military; the
expanded defence relationship with Australia; ongoing reforms within
Defence; deep NZDF funding cuts; a substantial increase in
deployments; and the New Zealand Government’s failure to adhere
to the priorities it had established for defence, that the Foreign Affairs,
Defence and Trade Select Committee of the New Zealand House of
Representatives commenced its Defence Beyond 2000 Inquiry
(DB2000) in 1997.109 The Committee presented an Interim DB2000
Report to Parliament in 1998 and a Final Report in 1999.

Prior to this, the Committee had completed two other reports in
1997: New Zealand’s Place in the World, and New Zealand’s Role in
Asia/Pacific Security.110 These inquiries involved consideration of a
comprehensive range of perspectives and submissions from both
officials and members of the public and provided a broad basis for
the subsequent DB2000 Reports.111

In terms of national security strategy, the Committee saw security
as more than defence. It regarded the combat capabilities of the
NZDF as just one way of securing the external environment. Others
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included diplomatic initiatives such as preventive diplomacy, the
pursuit of arms control and disarmament, addressing global
environmental concerns and providing development assistance. The
Committee also recognised the need to balance the allocation of
resources amongst the various aspects of the conduct of foreign
relations, looking at their interdependencies; and in terms of strategic
approach, to the management of whole-of-Government priorities.
The Committee therefore saw a need for defence to be incorporated
into broader strategic planning which would see its roles as
promoting the country’s overall security, and enhancing New
Zealand’s reputation as a successful, open and secure trading nation
intent on actively promoting a constructive role in and with the
international community. The aim of this broader strategic planning
approach was to achieve the national security outcomes of a secure
New Zealand, a stable South Pacific region, a strong relationship
with Australia, a role in the Southeast and Northeast Asian regions,
and a global approach to collective security and the international
community.112

While the five security outcomes listed were, in effect, similar to
those spelt out in the 1991 and 1997 White Papers, at least some
members of the Committee felt that New Zealand needed a new
policy approach for the Asian region. Existing policy at the time was
based on the 1997 White Paper, which stated that the continued
stability of Southeast Asia was one of New Zealand’s most important
security goals and second only to the common security of Australia
and New Zealand:

As the only land bridge through which Australia and New Zealand
could be threatened, South-East Asia has periodically been of
concern to us since the 1920s. For the past twenty years, though,
the stable governments and rapid growth among the ASEAN
members have strengthened New Zealand’s bonds with these
countries, and a breakdown of security in South-East Asia would
impact directly on our economic well-being.113
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The Committee acknowledged this and the importance of the
region to New Zealand in a variety of ways. However, it also noted
that the criteria for military engagement by New Zealand was now
quite different from the Cold War and that broadly-based international
consensus was now commonly required before armed force was
applied. In view of this, while not excluding the possibility of
participation on one side or another in any military conflict in the
region (as opposed to a peacekeeping or a peacemaking
involvement), the Majority of the Committee was of the view ‘that
New Zealand [is] not well placed to contemplate taking sides in any
of the larger conflicts that could break out in Asia’114 and
recommended that the policy should be adjusted accordingly.

Both DB2000 Reports attracted considerable public interest and
negative and supportive comments; and have been described by
Dr Arthur Grimes and Dr Jim Rolfe, in a paper on defence funding
for the New Zealand Treasury, as ‘the most coherent recent non-
government analysis of defence policy’.115 Regardless of the truth
or otherwise of this statement, the Reports were unquestionably a
significant contribution to the debate on New Zealand defence and
security policy.

Apart from the material gathered together in its New Zealand’s
Place in the World, and New Zealand’s Role in Asia/Pacific Security
Inquiries, the Committee started with a blank piece of paper and
consulted widely within and outside the traditional ‘Defence
Establishment’. At the time, this was a major break with tradition
and resulted in the government commenting in its Response to the
Committee’s Interim Report, that: ‘We are not accustomed to debate
these issues’.116 Unfortunately, neither the debate nor the consultative
process went far enough, as access to other than the most senior
Defence personnel was eventually severely constrained by political
directive when it became clear that the final report was likely to be
critical of several aspects of the government’s defence policy. In
line with this constraint, towards the end of the DB2000, even Single
Service Chiefs were only permitted to appear before the Committee
in the presence of the CDF.
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The Committee was unanimous that there was an urgent need
to upgrade the New Zealand Army. Some people have interpreted
this to mean that the Committee was in support of the Army being
accorded permanent priority within the NZDF, possibly with
peacekeeping as its main function. That was not the case. The
recommendation was that, given the ‘better shape’ at the time of
some other parts of the NZDF, deployable land force elements, and
the other capabilities needed to support and sustain them, should
be the top re-equipment priority.117 The rationale for this was simple.
In a report made available to the Committee,118 it was recorded that,
at the time of the first Gulf War, and in that setting, the New Zealand
Army was incapable of being allocated any task more arduous or
complex than, say, a static garrison or prisoner-of-war handling
function.119 Also, having been told by the CGS in April 1999 that the
Army was ‘not able to field and sustain a battalion-sized force that
was mobile, and capable of protecting itself while carrying out useful
tasks’,120 the Committee was unanimous that the government’s
proposed timetable to upgrade the Army—with its focus on ‘the Army
after next’, i.e. by 2015—was completely unacceptable.121

Clearly, the two DB2000 Reports challenged traditional thinking;
were the catalyst for a different approach to defence by the new
Coalition Government after the 1999 election; and represented a
substantial degree of cross-party support. The latter statement is
despite the fact that the Committee’s Final Report contains two
minority reports, one by government members122 and the other, a
brief statement by the Alliance Party that it

supports the recommendations of this report with the exception of
that part of Recommendation 1 which relates to the development of
closer relations with French forces in the Pacific; and all of
Recommendation 2, on developing closer defence relations with
Malaysia and Singapore.123
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Because the minority report by Government Members is much
more extensive, it requires further comment.

Unlike the Committee’s Final Report which was presented to
Parliament in August 1999 (shortly before the General Election in
October of that year) and contained a number of recommendations
that directly challenged aspects of the government’s defence policy,
the Committee’s Interim Report was published in 1998 long before
most Members of Parliament had begun to think about the
forthcoming election. As a result, its recommendations were
unanimous other than on two minor matters relating to the role of
the Territorial Force and the form of basic training for recruits. In
contrast, due to the impending election and the public endorsement
of the general thrust of the Final DB2000 Report by the Leader of
the Opposition, Government Members ultimately sought to distance
themselves from some of its recommendations, particularly where
they differed from government policy on force structure.

A comparison of the Committee’s unanimous views in the Interim
Report with those of Government Members in their Final Minority
Report illustrates this. The Interim Report records:

We consider that there should be a shift in national security policy
towards the provision of a more sharply focused range of military
capabilities, structured to maximise their operational and political
impact, and with the capability to operate safely and effectively in
medium level conflict. Major elements of all three services can play
effective roles in a reshaped NZDF, but some make a broader
contribution to the national interest, and are therefore more cost-
effective.124

The Committee went on to record in the Interim Report that its
major criticism was that the resources of the NZDF were spread
too thinly and needed to be concentrated on a different range of
affordable and sustainable capabilities. To make the NZDF a more
effective instrument for promoting the national interest, and taking
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into account the strategic assessment, the Interim Report listed the
‘following ranking of military capabilities, in order of priority:

• Land forces;

• Fixed wing, rotary wing and maritime transport forces;

• Maritime patrol forces (Naval and Air Force); and

• Air strike’.125

On Air strike, although the Committee acknowledged that there
were ‘national interest arguments in favour of retaining an air combat
force’,126 it unanimously recommended that its future be considered
in terms of two options:

Either to disband the jet training and strike capability, on purely
financial grounds, or to replace the current A4s with more modern
combat aircraft on the basis of their capacity to contribute to the
advancement of the country’s national interest considered
alongside competing [defence] expenditure priorities.27

Prior to the completion of the Final Report, the government had
decided in December 1998 to replace the existing air combat fleet
with 28 F-16A/B aircraft from the United States and had said that
their acquisition had been accommodated within the current Defence
Long Term Plan without displacing other important acquisitions. The
Committee Majority was far from convinced that the F-16 decision
had been justified properly and concluded that the government’s
response raised a number of further unanswered questions. It
contended, for example, that there was no convincing evidence to
demonstrate why maintaining the level of air combat capability
contemplated in the 1997 Defence Assessment maximised the
options available to the government, particularly as no evidence had
been provided to the Committee on the scale, nature or likelihood of
the particular tasks identified in that document. Why, the Majority
Committee asked, was the air combat force an ‘essential capability’
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as stated in the Government Response128 to contribute to distant
surveillance and to the defence of New Zealand and Australia? Why
was it, with its limited capacity to loiter aloft, regarded as being as
‘essential’ as the purpose-built Orion aircraft in a ‘low level security
contingency’ for the air surveillance of New Zealand’s surrounding
maritime area? How credible was the use of the air combat force to
counter land incursions in New Zealand or the South Pacific? And
what, in any case, would be the social, economic and environmental
effects of using aircraft in this role on some of the smaller and more
fragile Pacific Island communities?

In contrast, government members of the Committee were now
back on side with policy, as the following from their Minority Report
attests:

[We] view retention of the Air Combat capability as essential to
provide future Governments with policy options for meeting a wide
spectrum of New Zealand’s security requirements. These include
protection of our maritime approaches, making an appropriate
contribution to our defence relationship with Australia, and
promoting and enhancing regional and global security and
cooperation. … [we] view the lease of F-16 aircraft to replace the
Skyhawk fleet as a sound decision, both in military and economic
terms.129

Government members of the Committee were also (at least
publicly) back on the government’s side in the final Report on the
issue of ‘balance versus depth’ within the NZDF, despite their earlier
unanimous support in the Interim Report ‘for a more sharply focused
range of military capabilities’:

Government members believe that the present selective balance
in our defence force capabilities is both affordable and wise. New
Zealand is able to afford a two battalion infantry based army as
proposed in Army 2005. It can afford a combat capable navy of
three or four surface ships [interestingly, one more than government
policy provided for] and a military sealift capability. And it can afford
an air force able to undertake strategic transport, maritime
surveillance and air combat. All are set out in the 1997 Defence
Assessment.130
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This contrasted markedly with the views of the Majority of the
Committee on capabilities, which in generic terms can be expressed
in the following order of priority:

• A ready reaction force consisting of the SAS and supporting
elements such as helicopters, a joint medical force of mobile
teams and the relocatable field surgery, and the reconnaissance
company of the rapid reaction infantry battalion trained and
equipped for medium-level conflict, sustainable with its own
means of in-theatre deployment and fully interoperable with
Australian forces, ready at 28 days’ notice.

• A joint force capability based on a battalion group, with the ability
to contribute to an international force for peace support operations
ready at 60 days’ notice.

• Strategic air and sea lift to deploy and support the high-readiness
forces. In addition to deploying and sustaining deployed forces,
the sealift capability would also be utilised for the patrolling and
intercepting of vessels in the EEZ, and for disaster and emergency
relief.

• A maritime air patrol capability to patrol New Zealand’s EEZ and
to provide EEZ surveillance assistance to Pacific Island Forum
member states.

• The RNZN’s primary area of responsibility would be the waters in
the immediate vicinity of New Zealand, with a secondary
responsibility being the support of wider national interests. The
Majority of the Committee therefore supported the need for two
combat frigates with the capacity to deploy occasionally for a six
month period to a distant water location as part of collective
security efforts, and to provide escort and protection for forces
deployed by sea.

• Support and sustainment forces so that personnel deployed
overseas were shadowed by personnel back in New Zealand so
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that they could be rotated every six months without being required
to serve overseas more than once in an 18 month period.

• Other forces that are fiscally sustainable and deemed necessary
to meet the government’s defence policy goals, to be held at a
state of readiness appropriate to the likely need for their use.

In terms of capital acquisition planning, the Majority of the
Committee advocated a stepped approach131 to military procurement
in order to keep up with technological changes. This would involve,
for instance, fitting out one of the two ANZAC frigates with advanced
weapons and undertaking a weapons improvement programme for
the other frigate later to take advantage of more advanced technology.
Likewise, the Army components could be equipped in a stepped
manner. This approach would:

• Avoid the risk of block obsolescence;

• Take into account likely utility in the short to medium term;

• Upgrade joint military capabilities to a level where they are
deployable and sustainable in medium-level combat; and

• Maximise the potential to keep abreast of technological advances.

Another area where there was disagreement was over the Majority
recommendation of the Committee that a machinery of government
review be undertaken to assess the accountability arrangement for
the Secretary of Defence and the CDF and the balance of
responsibilities between them. The rationale for this recommendation
was that the original split had been in place for approximately 10
years; and that because of the substantial reforms that had taken
place within defence since then, the split might no longer be
appropriate. The Minority view of the Committee was that there had
been ongoing internal reviews of structure and efficiencies; that the
NZDF Management Review had resulted in the removal of
Headquarters units and had realised significant savings; and that
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although government members saw merit in continued internal
review of the effectiveness of the structure, with particular focus on
such areas as policy development, audit and evaluation, and
corporate and support services, no unique study was required.132

Regardless of these apparent differences, as Arthur Grimes and
James Rolfe recorded in their 1999 paper prepared for the New
Zealand Treasury:

A careful reading of the Select Committee’s reports and the
Government’s response could safely lead the reasonable reader
to conclude that there is little difference between the positions held
by the two parties than much of the commentary makes out. Both
the Government and the Select Committee accept the need for
effective armed forces able to play a role in the international arena.
… This means that the differences are probably as much of rhetoric
rather than of substance and that the short term size and shape of
the armed forces will depend as much on funding as on political
decisions.133



CHAPTER 9

AUSTRALIAN VIEW OF
NEW ZEALAND DEFENCE IN THE 1990s

Although the Australians acknowledged that New Zealand had made
substantial progress in bringing peace to the war-racked island of
Bougainville, during the mid to late 1990s its commentators and
analysts were generally critical of the NZDF’s wide-ranging
international deployments and New Zealand’s attitude towards
defence. They regarded the deployments, on top of Labour’s anti-
nuclear policy, the National Party’s adoption of it, the government’s
substantial cuts to NZDF spending and its scaling down of its
involvement in the Bougainville peace process, as evidence of the
country’s lack of interest in security matters. This attitude was being
compounded—as the Australians saw it—by a waste of defence
resources on far away ‘irrelevant’ commitments to the United Nations
in places like Bosnia-Herzegovina. Under this analysis, the
Australians regarded New Zealand at best as a source of last-resort
support for Australia. ‘It was not a partner with relevant capabilities
and not a partner to be trusted’, they said.134

The cumulative effect of this during the period immediately before
the East Timor deployment was to convince senior Australian
politicians and officials that New Zealand was back-sliding on
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defence. This led them to adopt an attitude towards New Zealand of
‘Bugger them’.135 Confirmation of this, although in less forthright
terms, was provided by the then Australian High Commissioner to
New Zealand and former Defence Secretary, Dr Allan Hawke, in a
speech in 2004 to former Members of the New Zealand Parliament.136

Although Hawke purported to be expressing the views of former
Australian Prime Minister, Paul Keating, he was clearly conveying
the ‘official’ Canberra view of the time, as the author has confirmed
in discussions with Hawke in early 2006. He said that both Australia
and New Zealand faced the same domestic pressure over nuclear
weapons in the post-Cold War period. However, he added that
Keating’s view was that Australia had managed to make the US
alliance more relevant at the same time that New Zealand was
‘walking in the mists of its own isolationism’ and had taken ‘the NZ
out of ANZUS’. According to Hawke, Keating thought that

reducing New Zealand’s nation’s defence expenditure as a
proportion of GDP to half of Australia’s was a way ... to get ‘defence
on the cheap’. And that’s why [Keating] decided not to leave gaps in
Australia’s defence capabilities which might be filled by New
Zealand.137

Hawke summed up the 1990s Australian view of the diminished
importance it attached to the trans-Tasman relationship by referring
to two ‘valiant attempts’ by a former New Zealand Deputy Prime
Minister to get annual meetings established between Prime Ministers
Keating and Bolger. Keating’s response had been to stare at the
ceiling and say that he ‘could always pick up the phone’.

The impact of New Zealand Defence reforms on the
NZDF’s East Timor Deployment 138

In October 1999, just before the New Zealand Parliament rose prior
to the general election campaign, New Zealand committed troops to
a UN-authorised International Force East Timor (INTERFET) led and
managed by Australia. This followed discussions between the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade and the ADF in March 1999; the
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establishment of a Joint Operations Planning Group within HQ NZDF
shortly afterwards; an initiating directive to the NZDF by the CDF on
23 June 1999 to prepare for participation in an East Timor
multinational force; a significant deterioration in the security situation
in East Timor following the announcement on 3 September 1999
that more than 78 percent of Timorese voters had rejected autonomy
with Indonesia; and UN Resolution 1264 on 15 September 1999
authorising the establishment of INTERFET.

Prior to the deployment—which turned out to be New Zealand’s
largest military operation since the Korean War—the Joint
Operations Planning Group had, by June, produced a Military Strategic
Estimate (MSE) for NZDF participation in a year-long UN multinational
force, with the aim of identifying the preferred military strategic options
for planners to consider. The identified aim of the national strategy
was that New Zealand should continue to be recognised as a
responsible regional partner and a good international citizen. The
paper also identified the New Zealand national end-state as ‘the
achievement of a just, comprehensive and internationally acceptable
settlement brokered by the UN, which was broadly acceptable to
the East Timorese’. Another key objective was the maintenance of
good relations with Indonesia.

Because it was recognised that the size of any NZDF involvement
would mean that it would not be able to influence the outcome of
events in East Timor in strategic terms, the objective was to ‘make
a valuable contribution to a successful coalition, both politically and
militarily’.139 This led to the adoption of the MSE recommendation
that conducting independent operations in a discrete area would
best serve New Zealand’s national objectives. The NZDF’s main job
in East Timor was consequently to provide security in the Cova Lima
district, which has Suai as its capital and, at the time, was one of
the most dangerous in the country (as it includes a wide section of
East Timor’s southern border with Indonesia).
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By 2000, although Australia was still critical of the quality of some
of the NZDF’s equipment and aspects of New Zealand defence
policy—which it thought might lead to a reduction in the NZDF’s air
and naval capabilities (as foreshadowed by the incoming Prime
Minister Helen Clark after the 1999 election)—Australia was fulsome
in its praise of the NZDF’s performance in East Timor:

On the other hand, the high quality of New Zealand’s forces is
beyond question. They made an outstanding contribution to
INTERFET, and Australia is grateful for the speed and generosity
with which they were committed and supported. … we know that
the men and women of the NZDF will continue to constitute a
highly professional force. New Zealand will remain a very valued
defence partner for Australia.140

This raises the question: Why was the NZDF able to perform so
well in East Timor? One answer is its ingrained professionalism.
Another is that it had benefited since the early 1990s from the
experience gained during extensive international deployments. A third
answer was that, by then, there was little doubt that the management
reforms of the 1990s had produced a Defence Force that was
financially more effective and better able to define and pursue its
core business. Also, by using the financial management tools offered
by the reforms, the NZDF had been able to absorb probably the
biggest funding cuts to any government department—around 19
percent in real terms between 1990 and 1998—while maintaining
its military capabilities. As one independent commentator recorded
in 1999:

In broad terms, the contemporary NZDF delivers nearly the same
quantity and quality of outputs as it did ten years ago but at about
two-thirds of the cost in dollar terms to the New Zealand taxpayer
and with two-thirds of the staff.141

There were however negatives, with the decline in the quality of
equipment having already been mentioned. Of more significance
was the extent of inter-Service rivalry that permeated the NZDF by
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the turn of the century. There were three basic reasons for this.
First, there had been no clear coherent policy direction from
successive governments during the preceding 15 year period.
Because of this, there was no overall strategic vision to counteract
the single Service mentality. Secondly, there was no basic
understanding by the New Zealand Cabinet during the 1996–99
parliament of the importance of a joint force approach to both the
conduct of operations and the selection of capabilities. In response
to the Select Committee’s recommendations in its Interim DB2000
Report that a Joint Staff Headquarters and a Joint Operational
Headquarters should be formed by rationalising and consolidating
the seven headquarters staff that existed at that time, the Response
was:

The Government considers that the present structure of
headquarters and their staffs represents an effective and efficient
means of providing for the command and the management
responsibilities of the CDF and the three Service chiefs. It also
allows the Government to receive professional competent advice
both on corporate issues concerning the Defence Force as a whole
and unique issues relating to the Army, the Navy and the Air Force
as individual Services.142

The Response went on to add that a comparison with Australia
did not help, since the ADF had a permanently formed joint operational
headquarters as part of their national policy of being prepared to
defend Australia on a stand-alone basis. In New Zealand’s case, the
Response stated, there had never been a situation where the NZDF
had failed to provide an adequate response because the single
Services have not been able to work together. ‘If there was, it would
be a failure of training’.143

Thirdly, in an environment of contracting budgets, high operational
demands, and the escalating costs of maintaining ageing equipment
and acquiring capability upgrades, it was clear that some senior
military personnel believed that gains for one Service could only be
achieved if another Service lost out.144





CHAPTER 10

2002 REPORT ON ACCOUNTABILITIES
AND STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENTS

WITHIN NEW ZEALAND DEFENCE

In August/September 2001, following recommendations in the
DB2000 Reports, a review of the Accountabilities and Structural
Arrangements between the Ministry of Defence and the NZDF (called
the Hunn Report) commenced. A final report was completed on 30
September 2002.

The scope of the review was an investigation of structures,
systems, processes, accountabilities, roles and relationships. It was
concerned with the organisations responsible for the defence of New
Zealand, not with the policies that drove them or with the performance
of individual officials. The instructions from the Minister of Defence
to Don Hunn, who conducted the review, were that it was to be forward
looking rather than preoccupied with past sins of omission or
commission. Consequently, the review did not address the question
of accountability for any failures that may have arisen from the actions
or inactions of individuals.145

The Hunn Review’s findings were that there was a broad
consensus amongst those interviewed that some parts of the
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organisational model on which the 1990 Defence Act was based
had worked, such as achieving key benefits in efficient and informed
resource management within the NZDF. However at the same time,
the benefits that were expected to flow from drawing a clear
separation between policy formulation by civilians and the
management of operational delivery by the military had not
materialised.

The report noted that there were a number of reasons for this
failure:

• Low trust expectations were embedded into the structural
arrangements that set one organisation to check on the other.

• Distinctive organisational cultures had grown around and
reinforced these structural boundaries.

• Roles and responsibilities were split in inappropriate ways that
hamstrung both organisations.

• Little attention was paid to the difficulties of recruiting the specialist
civilian staff that were required.

• Structures and role separation were designed to minimise
cooperation when the reality was that both organisations had to
work together to achieve effective results.

• The structural differences deepened differences between civilian
and military cultures by placing them in permanent opposition to
each other and resulted in dysfunctionality and, ultimately, poor
advice.

Hunn’s principal conclusion was that the key components of the
defence arrangements established in 1990 had not worked as they
were originally intended and should therefore be radically redesigned;
and that
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any changes to the current system should be based on a
reconsideration of all the factors impinging on defence policy and
implementation and should incorporate much more than a single
set of managerial concepts—as tended to be the case in
1989/90.146

The recommendation was that the 1990 Defence Act should be
replaced, although Hunn acknowledged that the problem ‘may not
be so much with the Defence Act which does not prevent separate
responsibilities being exercised jointly, but with the State Sector and
Public Finance Acts that might’.147 The proposed structure was an
integrated Defence Organisation working with a single vision and a
common set of values based on a concept of shared, prime and
sole accountability and responsibility for the Secretary and the CDF
based on equal partnership and participation in the strategic policy
and management processes of an integrated Defence organisation.
This conclusion was arrived at after the review had considered a
number of structural options offered by the New Zealand Police, the
New Zealand Fire Service, Crown Agencies, the Ministry of Health/
District Health Board relationships, and the defence establishments
of Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and Australia.
Hunn stated that, ‘while the last of these comes closest to what is
required, the difference in size and resources argues for a tailor-
made approach to New Zealand’s defence organisation’.148

As an alternative to changing the Act, it was suggested that
considerable progress towards the goal of an integrated system
that encouraged jointness and cooperation could be made
administratively, as the problem ‘is cultural and attitudinal as well as
organizational and systemic’.149

Reactions to the Hunn Report were varied. The view of Graham
Fortune, Secretary of Defence from September 1999 until mid to
late 2006, was that any problems with the existing Defence structure
were because the original Strategos recommendations had not been
implemented in full.150 This had led to an inevitable uneven balance
of responsibility and division of labour between the CDF and the
Secretary. In Fortune’s opinion, the problems with the existing
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arrangement were neither structural, requiring large-scale
reorganisation, nor personality based. ‘The responsibilities given to
CDF and the Secretary are largely appropriate and the two Chief
Executives, both in the recent past and now, work collegially’.151

Fortune went on to add that it was significant that the New Zealand
Defence Act envisaged a separate Secretary of Defence, not a
Secretary for Defence; and that the Secretary should not be an
additional advocate for the views of the NZDF, but rather an alternative
and independent source of distinctive but informed views:

The Secretary must work closely with the CDF in a symbiotic
relationship. Coordination and understanding [are] essential, because
respective responsibilities will inevitably overlap and must be two-way.
But an all-embracing requirement for consultation (implying
agreement) inevitably limits contestability. The Secretary of Defence
should be:

• a civilian adviser on defence policy, able to coordinate and interpret
political, diplomatic and strategic policy advice with operational
military advice;

• an independent observer of the NZDF and the single services (which
are led by men who have spent all their working lives in the same
monastic command environment);

• an external adviser on service leadership and management
practice;

• a provider of an independent external review mechanism for defence
resource management, allocation, use or performance;

• a provider of an independent, robust, clear, transparent and efficient
acquisition process.152

In its report dated 22 August 2002 to the Minister of Finance on
the Hunn Review, the Treasury expressed concerns that the
recommended changes did not address the key issues of the need
for a clear and well-understood defence strategy; a defence strategy
supported by an effective resource management and budget
allocation process; and the acquisition of individual capabilities being
objectively assessed and prioritised by skilled defence professionals
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against defence strategy and resource management and the budget
allocation process before advice was given to Ministers. Two
additional points were made. First, that the NZDF’s resource
management had been the most effective of any armed force that
the Treasury had looked at internationally. And secondly, unless
accountabilities were very clear, an organisation with effectively two
heads was inconsistent with the key strengths of New Zealand’s
public management system and put at risk the very real gains in
resource management made by the NZDF over the past decade.
The Treasury said this proposal would need to be very carefully
designed to avoid the problems of confused accountabilities that
led to the separation of the two organisations in the early 1990s.

The Treasury also noted that the Clark Government had made a
series of announcements since being elected that were designed
to modernise the Army, adopt a joint force approach, produce a more
practical naval fleet, refocus and update the RNZAF and provide
funding certainty for the NZDF; and that much of the senior
management team of the NZDF had been changed, with high value
in making these appointments placed on jointness between the
Services and appointing officers committed to working as one team.

The New Zealand Government’s response to the Hunn
Report

After careful consideration, the government decided against replacing
the 1990 Defence Act, and instead directed the Secretary of Defence
and the CDF to collaboratively develop a ‘joint strategic office’ to
meet the following minimum requirements:

• It must support the provision of joint military and civilian strategic
advice;

• It must support integrated working relationships and a culture of
information sharing and cooperation between Ministry and NZDF
staffs; and
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• It must ensure a strategic overview that enables government
policies to be translated into operational reality.153

This had followed Cabinet endorsement of the concept of sole,
prime and shared responsibilities and led, amongst other things, to
the establishment of an Office of the Chief Executives consisting of
the Secretary of Defence and the CDF. Consistent with this approach,
the Ministry of Defence and the NZDF are still separate organisations
with their own statutory functions. They must, however, work closely
together. To facilitate this, a notional ‘joint strategic office’, led by the
VCDF and Deputy Secretary Policy and Planning, supports the
provision of joint military and civilian strategic advice and the prime
and shared responsibilities of the CDF and the Secretary.

The following table from the Ministry’s 2005/2006 Annual Report
shows the Secretary of Defence’s high-level sole, prime and shared
responsibilities:

Sole Prime Shared

Formulating advice on Developing security Conducting analyses of
defence and international scenarios and the strategic environment
defence relations policy planning guidelines
and strategies at the from defence policy Analysing and setting
governmental level strategy military capability

requirements
Purchase advice on Preparing
NZDF outputs policy business cases Defining a joint future
effects for acquisition capability vision

proposals
Equipment purchasing Drafting long-term

Evaluating defence development and
Ministry of Defence organisation medium-term output
resource management outputs and plans for the defence

contributions to organisation
Evaluation of and national security
accounting for outcomes
Ministry of Defence outputs



CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSION

What the Strategos Review set in train was a period of sustained,
and at times painful, reform of New Zealand defence. The Review’s
basic intent was to move the three Services away from what were
in many instances their attempts to mould the policies outlined in
the 1987 Defence White Paper to existing force structures, rather
than the other way around and to develop a shared cohesive position
based on a clear definition of government defence policy and
priorities.

The transition to a more efficient and effective NZDF has not been
easy, as the comments by a senior Army officer to the author attest:

It [the Strategos Report] was sufficiently right to be scary. Where it
was wrong there was no real way to challenge and the legacy
remains with us. The catalyst feature was however very important.
Some of the officer corps retreated behind traditional outrage. Others
saw inevitability or even potential. It split the officer corps. … The
‘business’ demands of running a modern [force] under the regime
that was advocated was something that many officers didn’t want
to be part of and they left. … The Review did however cause the
services to study their own entrails with a thoroughness that had
not been seen for half a century. … In itself, this was a good thing.
… The Review team’s view of the services from without, challenged
the services own view of themselves.154
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That remark raises a fundamental question: Why have similar
defence changes to those introduced in New Zealand been equally
difficult to implement in other countries such as Australia, Canada,
the United Kingdom and the United States? One answer is because
of the sheer bloody mindedness of powerful actors—both civilian
and military—within those organisations. General David C. Jones,
the US Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during 1978–82 explained
the situation this way:

When my first term as Chairman began, I had great hopes that
internally we chiefs could reform the system. At the end of my first
two years as Chairman, I became convinced that Admiral Mahan,
the guru of naval strategy at the turn of the century was right when
he said that no military service could reorganize itself. The pressure
had to come from the outside. These words pertain even more to a
joint organization. I hasten to add that I did not consider my
colleagues to be negative or parochial. A chief is first the chief of his
service. History has shown that a chief who does not fight tooth and
nail for his own service may soon lose his effectiveness.155

Although the New Zealand experience shows that continual
outside pressure is an important part of the reform process, real
progress is unlikely unless defence policy is clear; objectives are
unambiguous; roles, responsibilities and accountabilities are clearly
defined; there is a clear linkage between policy, priorities and funding;
and appropriate rewards and sanctions are in place for key players.

Finally, in any comparative analysis of reforms and the reasons
for their successes and failures, there are always differences to be
taken into account, such as size, historical experience, resources,
and so on. Some are significant. For example, both Australia and
New Zealand have introduced substantial changes over the past 20
years in the way most public sector organisations operate, manage
resources, and account for their results. Finally however, as far as
defence establishments are concerned, in most countries they must
perform the same management functions regardless of their
differences. For this reason, an assessment of what has and has
not worked in New Zealand, and why, should provide some useful
insights for other countries.
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